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ABSTRACT

Grain boundary segregation is well known to cause significant embrittlement of
alloys. But in certain cases, it has also been observed to increase mechanical strength. This
project attempts to assess local mechanical behavior of specific grain boundaries with and
without segregation in order to understand association between grain boundary chemistry
and deformation mechanism utilizing instrumented nanoindentation technique. It is
hypothesized that solute segregation strongly affects the grain boundary energy which in
turn affects the deformation mechanism processes. This project also utilizes a unique
ability provided by the instrumented indentation technique to interrogate local grain
boundary strengthening mechanisms proposed by Hall-Petch and Taylor-Ashby using two
different indentation geometries.
Grain boundary mechanical properties have typically been interpolated from
macroscopic mechanical testing on polycrystalline materials, or alternatively, mechanical
test procedures carried out on bulk bicrystals. The disadvantages to these types of studies
relate to the difficulty in extracting the local response of a particular grain boundary (in the
case of polycrystalline materials) or the grain boundary region (in the case of a bicrystal
material) from the overall response of the complex interaction between the presence of the
grain boundary and the deformation behavior far from the grain boundary. That is, the grain
boundary causes a non-local response to the mechanical behavior. This non-local response
is particularly evident in bicrystal deformation, where the macroscopic plastic
displacement is inconsistent with that observed for single crystal deformation. Moreover,
local hardness testing of grain boundary regions in macroscopically deformed materials
show that the deformation in the grain boundary region is leads to greater local dislocation
density than found in the grain center.
This project is designed to use nano-indentation to isolate the mechanical response
of the grain boundary as the dependent variable, where indentation geometry, indentation
xix

rate, grain boundary misorientation and sample chemistry are the independent
experimental variables. It is proposed that this approach can provide insight into long
standing hypotheses regarding grain boundary strengthening mechanisms, including the
Hall-Petch pile-up theory, grain boundary source theory, grain boundary layer theory and
the Ashby-Taylor strain incompatibility theory.

xx

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
This research addressed a long-standing debate around grain boundary
strengthening mechanisms through examination a local mechanical response of grain
boundary. The instrumented indentation technique was utilized to interrogate the
hypotheses regarding the grain boundary (GB) strengthening mechanisms, as interpreted
via theories such as the Hall-Petch pile-up theory, the Ashby-Taylor strain incompatibility
theory. Although grain boundary mechanical properties have been studied utilizing bulk
mechanical testing or bicrystal testing, isolating the role of grain boundary has been an
elusive goal. This project made a novel attempt by utilizing specific grain boundary indenter orientation and placement relative the boundary plane, namely Remote and Local
GB indentations, to provide insight into the pile-up model vs local work hardening model
for the grain boundary strengthening.
The indentation experiments were performed on 8 specific grain boundaries of
varying twist-tilt characters, and corresponding adjacent grain interiors, on the high purity
iron (>99.999%) specimen. To understand the role of grain boundary, factors such as
indentation geometry, indentation strain rate, grain boundary misorientation and sample
chemistry were treated as the independent experimental variables.
While the instrumented indentation technique provides a unique ability to isolate
individual microstructural component affecting material strength, such as grain boundary,
grain interior, chemistry, it is very important to understand the necessity to ensure artifact
free testing methodology. It can either be an instrumental artifact or the artifacts associated
with the sample preparation process, that can lead to erroneous interpretation of indentation
results. As this project relied extensively on the study of depth dependent hardness to
characterize non-uniform deformation, the role of sample processing on nano-indentation
1

results was examined for high purity α-Fe. Indentation of surfaces with unresolved surface
deformation due to mechanical polishing were compared to the same sample surfaces
annealed at high temperature in a reducing atmosphere. Behaviors of interest included any
variance in the indentation size effect. The differences in indentation behavior with
annealing time and temperature are correlated with EBSD as an independent measure of
surface layer crystallinity. The results were interpreted with the Nix-Gao model, using a
depth dependent statistically stored dislocation density to rationalize the nonlinear
experimental results.
The concept of extrinsic indentation size effect (ISE) observed in case of nonuniformly deformed grain interior of pure iron is utilized to analyze the depth dependent
hardness for Berkovich indentation of non-uniform dislocation distributions with one and
two dimensional deformation gradients and is then extended to indentation results at grain
boundaries. The role of the Berkovich pyramid orientation and placement relative to the
grain boundary on extrinsic ISE is considered in terms of slip transmission at yield and
plastic incompatibility during post yield deformation. The results are interpreted using a
local dislocation hardening mechanism originally proposed by Ashby, combined with the
Hall-Petch equation. The Hall-Petch coefficient determined from the extrinsic ISE of the
grain boundary is found to be consistent with published values for pure Fe and mild steel.
A simple, linear continuum strain gradient plasticity model is used to further analyze the
results to include contributions from a non-uniform distribution in plastic strain and
dislocation density.
This project further investigated the local mechanical behavior of pure iron with and
without the influence of a grain boundary segregation through carbon doping on 4 general
grain boundaries. In this study, local deformation was carried out using nano-indentation
with varying indentation-grain boundary geometry and strain rate. Stress relaxation under
constant load and strain rate response to stress jumps were used to determine activation
energy, activation volume and athermal stress as a function of grain boundary chemistry.

2

This study facilitated examination of chemistry effects in grain boundary deformation, in
the context of Hall-Petch dislocation pile up model vs Taylor-Ashby strain incompatibility
model.

1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
1.2.1 Review: Importance of Sample Preparation in Nanoindentation
The instrumented indentation technique provides a unique ability to isolate and
assess local mechanical properties of various microstructural features (such as grain
boundary, grain interior, chemistry) at a very small length scale. But as with any other
characterization technique, accuracy and reproducibility of results obtained via
nanoindentation tests depends largely on the quality of sample being tested. The effect of
factors, such as sample roughness, tilt, thermal equilibrium, specimen mounting and
positioning, pile-up/sink-in effects, on nanoindentation test results are well documented in
a literature. In this work, all these parameters that could result in experimental artifacts are
carefully considered.
This work utilizes well established Nix-Gao model to characterize dislocation free
sample surface preparation. This model was developed to provide physical insight into the
mechanism responsible for commonly observed phenomenon, Indentation Size Effect,
which is manifested through nanoindentation based hardness-depth profile where hardness
drops as a function of depth. Amongst various theories to explain Indentation Size Effect,
Nix-Gao model expands upon the concept of geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs)
in addition to the statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) that are necessary to explain drop
in hardness as a function of depth. Based on this model, if the material being tested in
nanoindentation is free of any surface deformation, then H2 vs 1/h plot (Nix-Gao plot)
would appear linear in nature. It is shown that the sample preparation of indentation
experiments shouldn’t only be limited to mechanical polishing but should include stress
relieving annealing heat treatment at 850oC for 4-5 hours. The presence of sub-surface
3

work hardening layer upon metallographic polishing can be detected by the bilinear nature
of Nix-Gao plot as a linearity predicted by the original model relies solely on GNDs and
SSDs to explain ISE observed in crystalline materials.
In the chapter 2, the effect of surface deformation induced by polishing on Nix-Gao
non-linearity (bilinear behavior) is examined which is a result of mechanical polishing
introduced ‘forest dislocations’ (FD) required for accommodation of indentation plasticity,
in addition to the GNDs and SSDs. This approach leads to the rather simple, but previously
unexplored, concept that the spatial variation of FD (due to mechanical polishing) with
depth can contribute to bilinear Nix-Gao behavior [8].
1.2.2 Review: Grain Boundary Strengthening Mechanisms:
It was Hall and Petch who provided seemingly simple mathematic formulation to
relate grain size with the strength of materials. Although the Hall-Petch equation (given
below) appears to consider only grain boundary effects and not other defect structures or
microstructural features towards the strength of metals and alloys, it has been of enormous
importance in the field of metallurgy due to ability to relate experimental observations in
wide ranging pure metals and alloys over past several decades. The Hall-Petch equation
led to development of variety of models to explain underlying mechanisms responsible for
grain size-strength association.

𝜎𝑦 = 𝜎𝑜 + 𝑘𝑑−1/2

(1.1)

Where, 𝜎𝑦 – yield strength, 𝜎𝑜 – friction strength, 𝑘 – Hall-Petch coefficient, 𝑑 – grain
diameter.
Although it may appear that Hall-Petch equation only highlights the role of grain
boundary in the strengthening mechanism, it is believed that first part on a right of the
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equation captures physics associated with a contribution of grain boundary whereas second
term summarizes effects of other parameters such friction forces.
Amongst variety of models presented here, the first one was envisioned by Hall
where he proposes pile-up-based strengthening. According to this model, dislocations
generated within a grain as a result of deformation process tend to push against the grain
boundary. As a result of this pile up, if the critical stress limit is reached, it would result in
either dislocation emissions across grain boundary or nucleation of the dislocations in the
adjacent grain. As the amount of dislocations accommodated within grain is limited by
grain size, experimental observations of relationship between grain size and strength
appears to consistent with this model. Around 1967, Armstrong [9] was first to hypothesis
that Hall-Petch coefficient would be function of chemistry in addition to misorientation.
Later it was experimentally shown that Hall-Petch coefficient appeared to vary with alloy
chemistry. Hall’s pile-up model failed to explain these observations paving pathways for
alternative explanations.
Later several other models came along which relied on strain hardening effects.
First of such model was presented by Li proposing the grain boundary ledges as a
dislocation source at yielding. This model also possessed similar mathematical form but
failed to provide any direct evidence, similar to the pile-up model.
The most acceptable work hardening model was proposed by Ashby. The concept
is based on the plastic strain incompatibility between adjoining grains. Ashby proposes that
as a polycrystalline material undergoes deformation, unlike single crystal behavior,
depending on grain orientation, slip system availability, each grain undergoes nonhomogeneous plastic flow, due to the constraint factors. While maintaining a structural
homogeneity of the material, due to strain incompatibility between grains, excessive
dislocation generation is warranted. In addition to the dislocations associated with the
overall uniform plastic deformation of the material i.e. statistically stored dislocations
(SSD), Ashby introduced a concept of geometrically necessary dislocations (GND). These
5

dislocations are formed at the interfaces between grains to accommodate for the varying
amount of plastic displacement. Ashby’s equivalence of Hall-Petch equation can be written
as:
By comparing both equations, it can be seen that Hall-Petch coefficient K, doesn’t
solely depend of the grain size but also considers strain effects.
Despite widely accepted Taylor-Ashby approach as well as other models, variation
in Hall-Petch coefficient in pure metals and alloys couldn’t be explained by the single
theory or models. Chapter 3 and 4 discuss a novel method to utilize remote and local grain
boundary indentation geometries to study Hall-Petch pile-up model and Taylor-Ashby
based strain incompatibility model using nanoindentation technique to gain insight into
underlying physics.
1.2.3 Review: Grain Boundary Segregation Studies:
Traditional approach to investigate grain boundary contribution to material strength
has largely relied on macroscopic testing such as tensile tests. It was initially believed that
Hall-Petch coefficient, K is primarily a function of misorientation across grain boundary.
But later several research studies on different pure metals and alloys such as Fe-C, Fe-N,
Fe-P, Fe-C-P, Cu-Zn, Cu-Ni-Zn, Cu-Al, indicated strong correlation between Hall-Petch
coefficient and solute concentration [2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. All these studies have
primarily utilized tensile testing. Even recent advances in grain boundary studies utilizing
nanoindentation technique to study local mechanical responses have established similar
observations. Some of these examples presented in [10, 11] where slightest of carbon,
nitrogen solute concentration [30ppm to 60 ppm] has a significant variation in K [358
(Mpa.um^-1/2) to 516 (Mpa.um^-1/2)] values, when alloyed with Fe. D. Akama [15]
conducted a study on IF steel with Ni and carbon as alloying elements to estimate the effect
solute has on the Hall-Petch coefficient. This study discusses yield point phenomenon
observed in case of steel alloyed with carbon or Ni as alloying constituents. According to
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the Cottrell atmosphere theory, the solute particles are locked by the ‘Cottrell atmosphere’
formed by the solute and at critical load, the dislocation is removed from the atmosphere
to cause yielding. This research group proposes that this could possibly be due to stabilizing
effect alloying elements have on the grain boundary. Although the researchers recognize
the contribution of the grain boundary deformation, examination of specific boundaries
with and without alloying content has not yet been attempted. Another research group led
by Takeda [10], has investigated IF steel with carbon & nitrogen alloying, to study yield
point phenomenon. Their work concludes that it depends on solute tendency to segregate
at the grain boundary whether yield point phenomenon will be observed in the alloy.
Despite establishing relationship between K and chemical composition, the physics behind
the mechanism responsible for contribution of chemical composition.

1.3 OBJECTIVE
It is well known that indentation at grain boundaries produces a strengthening effect,
as expected from macro-deformation studies of polycrystalline materials. However, the
localized nature of indentation deformation has not been utilized to assess the various
mechanisms of grain boundary strengthening (Hall-Petch, Ashby, Li boundary source). It
is the purpose of the proposed work to take advantage of the nano-indentation stress field
geometry to interpret the grain boundary hardness in terms of the microstructural aspects
of grain boundary strengthening models.
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1.4 HYPOTHESES
1.4.1

The Nix-Gao model can be used to ensure that a specimen used for nanoindentation
experiment is free of any sub-surface defects introduced by mechanical polishing
process. If the Nix-Gao plot i.e. H2 vs 1/h exhibits deviation from predicted linear
profile, then it can be associated with the presence of forest dislocations underneath
the specimen surface as a result of work hardening due to mechanical polishing
process because the Nix-Gao assumes defect free surface to predict linear H2 vs 1/h
profile, where solely Statistically Stored Dislocations (SSD) and Geometrically
Necessary Dislocations (GND) contribute to the hardness measurement as a
function of depth.

1.4.2

If the indentation is ‘local’ to the grain boundary, then the dislocation formation
occurs almost simultaneously in both grains. If the local indentation results in
simultaneous plastic deformation of the grains on either side of the grain boundary,
having a rigid sample-indenter interface to constrain surface relaxation, then there
is a plastic incompatibility across the grain boundary (Ashby) that results in a
hardening response that is inverse to indentation depth. The inverse depth
dependence on the hardness is expected because the Ashby strain gradient theory
predicts that the geometrically necessary dislocation density decreases as the
stressed volume containing the grain boundary increases in size.

Test of hypothesis.
 Constant load Johnson-Cook interpretation of hardness-strain rate curves.
 Effects of change of boundary chemistry.
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1.4.3

The ‘remote’ indentation geometry results in dislocation multiplication >= 1 um
away from the grain boundary and dislocation formation at small indentation depths
in the adjacent grain has a relatively low driving force. If the indentation geometry
is ‘remote’ to the grain boundary, then the increase in hardness with increasing
indentation depth occurs (relative to the grain interior) because of the grain
boundary barrier to slip transmission (i.e. Hall-Petch).

Test of Hypothesis.


Constant load Johnson-Cook interpretation of hardness-strain rate curves.
Should be different than in remote indentation.



Effects of change of boundary chemistry. Should be different than in remote
indentation.

In order to successfully test the hypotheses, following sub-objectives need to be
accomplished:


With the main goal to be able to isolate the local grain boundary responses as a result
of a complex state of stress induced by nanoindentation experiment, it is imperative
that specimen is preparation is meticulously done, to avoid possibilities of experimental
or non-material artifacts influencing the data interpretation.



Indentation experiments performed on the same specimen but with different processing
conditions, i.e. only mechanically polished surface, mechanically polished plus
partially annealed surface, and well-polished well-annealed surface, re-establish the
need for well-designed sample preparation process, as indentation size effect gradually
vanishes for well-prepared well-annealed specimen.



This requires thoughtful development of the sample preparation procedure and a careful
characterization using SEM, EBSD, and nanoindentation, as explained in the
experimental procedure section.
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Further, although it is well established knowledge that the grain boundary is stronger
relative to its adjacent grain interior, it is necessary to validate this observation by
performing an indentation experiments in the grain interior and at the grain boundary.



Addressing the primary goal to investigate the grain boundary strengthening
mechanisms responsible for the observed grain boundary hardening relative to the
interior, indentations are performed at the boundary with a specific grain boundary –
indenter orientation and positioning relative to the boundary, namely remote and local.



Johnson-Cook model in conjunction with Schnoeck- Gibbs model is utilized analysis
constant load hold segment data for all the indentations performed, to estimate
parameters such as activation volume, activation energy, mobile dislocation density,
and athermal stress.



Several indentation-based control experiments are carried out, to validate the
application of Johnson-Cook model, to test the hypothesis regarding local and remote
indentations.

1.5 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS
1. Experiments to test the grain boundary hardening relative to the adjacent grain interior:
For well-prepared indentation ready specimen of pure iron, indentation experiments
were performed on a specific grain boundaries and corresponding grain interiors.
Matrix of 20 indents with 30 × 30 micron spacing was performed in the grain interior
and 20 indentations were performed on the grain boundary. These grain boundary
indentations include remote as well as local, as the purpose here is to examine grain
boundary behavior against grain interior. This is well established that grain boundary,
due to misorientation between adjacent grain interiors, is a high energy structure and
acts as an obstacle for dislocation transmission from one grain to another. The analysis
section will include all the test results for the grain boundary- grain interior comparison,
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where it is observed that both types of grain boundary indentations i.e. remote and local,
exhibit higher hardness compared to its neighboring grain interior.
Following experiments are performed in total on a given grain boundary, GB1:


Number of Grain boundary indentation – Pure Fe at 0.2/s – 20



Number of Grain boundary indentation – Fe-C at 0.2.s – 20



Number of Grain boundary indentation – Pure Fe at 4/s – 20



Number of Grain boundary indentation – Fe-C at 4/s – 20



Number of Grain interior indentation – Pure Fe at 0.2/s – 20



Number of Grain interior indentation – Fe-C at 0.2.s – 20



Number of Grain interior indentation – Pure Fe at 4/s – 20



Number of Grain interior indentation – Fe-C at 4/s – 20

Grain boundary indentations include remote and local indentations and grain interior
indentations include both grain interior across GB. All these experiments will be performed
on the total of 8 grain boundaries with varying tilt-twist nature.

2. Experiments to test the indention geometry effects:
As mentioned previously, the grain boundary indentations are performed with 2
specific grain boundary – indenter positioning, namely remote and local [Fig 1.1 (a) and
(b)]. The remote and local indentation have specific Hardness vs depth profile associated
with each other where size effects is prominent in case of local indentation, and gradual
hardening relative to the interior is observed for the remote indentation. It is proposed that
the hardening behavior observed for these 2 types of the grain boundary [Fig 1.2], are due
to activation of unique mechanisms in each case, i.e. pile-up based and strain
incompatibility. To ensure that observed difference in the hardness vs depth profiles for
the local and remote indentations has statistically significant, numerous experiments were
performed on the same grain boundary under different test conditions such as strain rates
11

(0.2/s and 4/s), sample chemistry (with and without carbon), as discussed in the analysis
section.

Figure 1.1: Backscatter channeling contrast image of (a) Local grain boundary indentation:
the indenter tip is positioned less than 0.5 micron from the grain boundary with the “wedge”
of indenter being perpendicular to the grain boundary plane, (b) Remote grain boundary
indentation: the indenter tip is positioned ~2 micron from the grain boundary and the flat
face of the indenter parallel to the boundary. [1]
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Figure 1.2: A representative hardness-depth curves for the local GB (blue), remote GB
(pink) and adjacent grain interior (purple) indentation.

1.6 CONCLUSION:
To summarize, this chapter provides a foundation for the grain boundary geometry
and chemistry effects on the strengthening mechanisms observed in Fe-C and BCC metals
in general.
In chapter 2, an importance of the sample preparation is emphasized. The chapter
discusses various parameters that can contribute to experimental artifacts and eventually
erroneous observations. The Nix-Gao model is primarily utilized to ensure that the
specimen used during indentation experiments is free from any surface defects that can
influence material property measurements.
Further chapter 3 discusses grain boundary indentation experiments where remote
and local indentations are discussed in a great detail in comparison to the adjacent grain
interior indentation results to discuss associated grain boundary hardening mechanisms.
Although this chapter is mainly dedicated to the concepts introduced by Taylor and Ashby
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regarding localized dislocation density enhancement due to strain incompatibility, it
highlights long standing hypothesis regarding grain boundary strengthening by TaylorAshby model vs Hall-Petch pile up model. In this chapter hypothesis associated with the
local grain boundary indentations is discussed and associated chemistry effects are studied.
Finally, chapter 4 focusses on the grain boundary hardening observed in remote grain
boundary indentation from the perspective of Hall-Petch pile up model. This chapters
provides a novel approach to investigate remote grain boundary indentations where
Johnson-Cook model is utilized. Previous studies have relied on the grain boundary popin behavior during indentation loading segments to investigate grain boundary yielding
phenomenon and have attempted to associate grain boundary segregation. But use of
Johnson-Cook model, to study relaxation behavior and chemistry effects on the grain
boundary indentations is first of its kind attempt, as per authors knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2: EFFECT OF PROCESSING ON NIX-GAO
BILINEAR INDENTATION RESULTS OBTAINED FOR
HIGH PURITY IRON
Published in MRS Advances - DOI: 10.1557/adv.2018.135

2.1 ABSTRACT
Instrumented indentation of a high purity Fe surface with unresolved surface
deformation due to mechanical polishing is compared to the same grain surface annealed
at increasing time and temperature. The differences in indentation size effect behavior with
annealing are correlated with hardness and electron backscatter diffraction measurements
as independent measures of surface layer deformation. It is found that the Nix Gao plot
evolves from nonlinear (bilinear) towards the predicted linear relationship as the surface
deformation is removed. The experimental observations are rationalized by inclusion of a
depth dependent, polishing induced forest dislocation density within the Nix-Gao model.

2.2 INTRODUCTION
The indentation size effect has been studied for variety of materials reporting
significant variation in hardness as a function of depth [1-3]. To explain mechanism
responsible for the indentation size effect, various strain gradient plasticity [4-5] and
mechanistic models [6-8] have been proposed. Nix and Gao [6] proposed, arguably the
most widely accepted mechanistic model, based on geometrically necessary dislocations
(GND) required for the indentation plastic shape change and statistically stored
dislocations (SSD) due to the indentation characteristic strain [6]. To explain decreasing
hardness with increasing depth, this model proposes that GND have an increase in spacing
as the indentation depth increases. The Nix Gao model for indentation of initially defect
free material relates the hardness to the indentation induced dislocation density as:
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𝐻 = 𝐻0 ∗ √1 +
3𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃

𝐻𝑜 = 3√3𝛼𝐺𝑏√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 , ℎ∗ = 2𝑏𝜌

𝑆𝑆𝐷

, 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 =

ℎ∗
ℎ

(2.1)

3𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃
2𝑓𝑏ℎ

Where, 𝛼 – constant = 0.5, G- Shear modulus, b- Burger’s vector, 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 - GND density,
𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 - SSD density, 𝜃 – angle between indenter and un-deformed surface , ℎ∗ Characteristic depth, 𝑓 - material dependent factor for volume correction [9].
According to the simplest interpretation of the Nix-Gao indentation size effect
theory, the slope of hardness squared (H2) plotted against inverse depth (1/h) should be
determined by the geometry of the indenter and the volume of the plastic zone under the
indenter. For a Berkovich indenter, this slope is predicted approximately constant for
hardness at indentation depths that exceed depths effected by tip defect contributions and
contributions due to energy barriers for dislocation nucleation. This type of linear behavior
has been observed in a number of carefully prepared materials such as Cu [2] and Ag [3].
However, there have been multiple reports of so called ‘bilinear’ behavior, reviewed in [8],
in which the Nix-Gao plots show measurable deviation from linearity. That is, the slopes
of H2 vs 1/h at small indentation depth are observed to be significantly different (less) than
the slopes at large indentation depths. This paper examines the effect of surface
deformation induced by polishing can have on Nix-Gao non-linearity (bilinear behavior),
noting that mechanical polishing introduces ‘forest dislocations’ (FD), which will be in
addition to the SSD and GND’s required for accommodation of indentation plasticity. This
approach leads to the rather simple, but previously unexplored, concept that the spatial
variation of FD (due to mechanical polishing) with depth can contribute to bilinear NixGao behavior.
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2.3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A high purity (99.999+) D- Iron specimen 10 mm diameter by 4 mm thickness was
cut from as-drawn rod purchased from Goodfellow USA. The specimen was annealed and
then mechanically polished followed by multiple annealing steps in reducing atmosphere
with continuous flow of high purity hydrogen gas through the furnace chamber and then
furnace cooled with the last stage in high purity Ar to reverse any hydrogen adsorption.
After each processing step, 20 indentations were carried out within the same millimeter
diameter grain, orientation~<110>. The nanoindentation experiments were performed
using a diamond Berkovich indenter tip and the Nano Flip (Nanomechanics Inc, Oak
𝑃̇
Ridge, TN). The loading rate, 𝑃̇, was controlled such that 𝑃 was held constant at 0.2 1/s.

The maximum load was 24 mN. Justified by Fe’s high ratio of elastic modulus to yield
strength, the contact area was taken to be in the original plane of the surface (Fig 2.1b).
This definition allows the hardness to be calculated as a continuous function of depth
without utilizing dynamic testing methods that can obfuscate experimental data at small
indentation depths. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) experiments were performed
to support the hypotheses derived from the nanoindentation experiments. These EBSD
results were obtained using a FEI XL40 ESEM interfaced with the Oxford EBSD system.

2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It is observed from the load-depth (P-h) curves in Fig. 2.1 and averaged hardness
vs depth (H-h) profile plots in figure 2 that the hardness for the as polished sample is
significantly greater than that for the partially or fully annealed samples. This is expected
on the basis of FD strengthening (work hardening) of the surface due to mechanical
polishing [10]. The degree of the indentation size effect (ISE) can be determined by noting
the decrease in hardness with depth. As seen in figure 2.2, the ISE is most obvious for the
un-annealed, mechanically polished specimen.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1. (a) Representative P-h curves, (b) SEM image of an indentation, at ~80o tilt.
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Figure 2.2. Plot between hardness and depth (averaged from 20 H vs h curves for each
condition) for all the processing conditions, indicating presence of indentation size effect
(ISE).
The data in figure 2.2 is converted to Nix-Gao curves (H2 vs 1/h) in figure 2.3.
According to the Nix Gao model, H2 vs 1/h plot should be linear, with the slope
corresponding to the decrease in GND density with depth. Only the 850oC anneal sample
approaches linear behavior. A qualitative inspection of figure 2.3 shows that the nonlinear
(bilinear) behavior of the Nix-Gao plots is reduced when the sample is annealed, and the
hardness is reduced. The reduction in hardness due to annealing is expected as the FD
density is decreased during the annealing process. Adding the hardening effect of the FD
density, ρ𝐹𝐷 , to the indentation GND and SSD density in equation (2.1) leads to:
ρ

ℎ∗

𝐻 2 = 𝐻𝑜 2 (1 + ρ 𝐹𝐷 + ℎ )
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(2.2)

A simple model for the reduction in FD density, ρ𝐹𝐷 , during the annealing recovery
process has been proposed by Nes [11], written in the form which exposes the diffusion
coefficient as
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1

1

√ρ𝐹𝐷 (𝑡) = √ρ𝐹𝐷 (0) ∗ (− [𝐴] [ln {(𝐿2 ) [𝐿2 exp(−𝐴) + 𝐷𝑡]}])

(2.3)

Where D is the self-diffusion coefficient, t is annealing time, Q is the activation energy for
self-diffusion, 𝐿2 =

𝑏𝐴

𝐺𝑏 3

√ρ𝐹𝐷

𝐾𝑇

, 𝐴~
(0)

.

Substituting equation 2.3 into equation 2.2 and differentiating with respect to 1/h
suggests the behavior of the Nix Gao slope for a 1/h dependent polishing induced forest
dislocation distribution as
𝜕
1
𝜕( )
ℎ

𝐻𝑜2

𝐻2 = ρ

𝑆𝑆𝐷

[

𝜕
1
ℎ

𝜕( )

ρ

(𝑡)

ρ𝐹𝐷 (0)] [ρ 𝐹𝐷(0)] + [
𝐹𝐷

𝜕

ρ𝐹𝐷 (𝑡)

1
ℎ

𝜕( ) ρ𝐹𝐷 (0)

] [ρ𝐹𝐷 (0)] + 𝐻𝑜2 ℎ∗

(2.4)

Equation 2.4 considered together with equation 2.3 indicates the possibility that the
Nix Gao slope obtained by indentation within a deformed, annealed surface layer can be a
function of the product (Dt). The curves in figure 2.3 are fitted to 3rd order polynomials

Figure 2.3. Nix-Gao plots for various processing conditions.
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(R2 >0.99) allowing the Nix Gao slope at 1/(150 nm) and 1/(500 nm) to be determined via
derivative. A plot of the Hardness vs log(𝐷𝑡 2 + 𝐿) and the (Nix-Gao slope) against
log(𝐷𝑡 2 + 𝐿) at 150 nm indentation depth and 500 nm indentation depth is shown in figure
2.4. The value of L2 for the 150 nm indentation depth is 10-19 m2 while the value of L2 for
the 500 nm indentation depth is 10-18 m2. The result in figure 2.4a reproduces the
logarithmic decay in hardness value for increasing Dt often observed for the dislocation
recovery process on annealing, as reviewed in [11]
Figure 4b shows the Nix Gao slopes at the 150 nm and 500 nm indentation depths
approach one another as annealing Dt increases and provides a quantitative measure of how
the bilinear behavior as the polishing surface damage is removed with increasing Dt. To
the authors’ knowledge, figure 2.4 is the first quantitative correlation between Nix-Gao
bilinear behavior and the cold worked condition via mechanical polishing of the sample
surface layer. However, it is noted that previous work has observed the Nix Gao plot for
mechanically polished Ni has a slope in the 400-800 nm indentation depth range much
larger than the Nix Gao plot for mechanically polished Ni that has been electro-polished or
annealed [12]. It is also noted that indentation studies on 10% pre-strained Cu compared
with well-annealed Cu [13] do not report the effect observed here and in [12], perhaps
because of a more homogeneous distribution of forest dislocations in [13].
To extend this analysis further, we note the Nix-Gao theory can be used to
rationalize the result in figure 2.4 with very little modification by invoking a depth
dependence in the forest dislocation density induced by mechanical polishing and
subsequently altered by annealing. Assuming equation (2.2) is ‘correct’ in the sense that
the Nix Gao theory in equation (2.1) requires no modification other than the addition of the
depth dependent FD density, the depth dependence of the FD density may be calculated,
where Ho = 1.15 Gpa and h* = 70.58 nm, are determined from the linear behavior of the
850oC annealed material. The result is plotted in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4. (a) The hardness – Log(diffusion length) plot of hardness measured at 150nm
and 500nm showing a typical logarithmic decay in flow stress with heat treat recovery time,
(b) The reduction in bilinear behavior with annealing of surface polishing deformation is
indicated as the 150nm and 500nm slopes approach one another.
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The concept that the observed large changes in hardness and Nix Gao slope at low
indentation depth (Fig. 2.4) are correlated with annealing induced changes in ρFD (Fig. 2.5)
is qualitatively tested using EBSD Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) and Pattern

Figure (2.5): Plot of calculated forest dislocation density as a function of depth. The
density is calculated assuming linear Nix-Gao ISE for the various processing conditions.
Quality (PQ) measurements of surface layer deformation [14-15]. Although PQ is
generally considered a qualitative measure of surface deformation, we do consider an
adaptation of the pattern quality metric of [15], where the parameter proportional to the
stored deformation energy (SFD) introduced by mechanical polishing is given as
𝑄𝐹𝐷(av) −𝑄𝐹𝐷(min)

𝑆𝐹𝐷 = [1 − 𝑄

𝐹𝐷(max) −𝑄𝐹𝐷(min)
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]

(2.5)

The Q in equation 2.5 are the average, minimum and maximum pattern quality
values for the distribution in the deformed (via polishing) or deformed (via polishing) and
annealed samples.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.6. (a) KAM, and (b) PQ metrics plotted against the logarithm of annealing
duration.
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The uncorrelated average KAM value [14] and a pattern quality metric [15] are
plotted against the logarithm of the annealing time figure 2.6. Both representations in figure
2.6 support the argument of the paper, with the caveat that these surface deformation
measurements by EBSD are from 20-50 nm in depth while the indenter tip is sensing
material behavior well below 150 nm.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
The effect of processing conditions on indentation behavior, particularly on
indentation size effect, were studied for high purity α-Fe. The transition from bilinear NixGao behavior exhibited by cold worked (by mechanical polishing) and partially
annealed samples to the predicted characteristic linear behavior for a well annealed surface
has been correlated to the annealing diffusion length. Moreover, it is possible to recover
the linear Nix Gao model from bilinear data if the forest dislocation density due to surface
polishing is considered a function of indentation depth.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS OF LOCAL GRAIN BOUNDARY
STREGTHENING UTILIZING THE EXTRINSIC
INDENTATION SIZE EFFECT
Published in Journal of Materials Research – DOI: 10.1557/jmr.2019.102

3.1 ABSTRACT
The extrinsic indentation size effect (ISE) is utilized to analyze the depth-dependent
hardness for Berkovich indentation of non-uniform dislocation distributions with one- and
two-dimensional deformation gradients and is then extended to indentation results at grain
boundaries. The role of the Berkovich pyramid orientation and placement relative to the
grain boundary on extrinsic ISE is considered in terms of slip transmission at yield and
plastic incompatibility during post-yield deformation. The results are interpreted using a
local dislocation hardening mechanism originally proposed by Ashby, combined with the
Hall–Petch equation. The Hall–Petch coefficient determined from the extrinsic ISE of the
grain boundary is found to be consistent with the published values for pure Fe and mild
steel. A simple, linear continuum strain gradient plasticity model is used to further analyze
the results to include contributions from a non-uniform distribution in plastic strain and
dislocation density.

3.2 INTRODUCTION
The indentation size effect (ISE) has been studied for two decades, with the most
accepted model of the physical origin presented by Nix and Gao [1]. In the context of
examining the ISE in thin films, the terms “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” size effect were
introduced by Ngan and Ng [2] to distinguish between the indentation response of the film
itself versus the combined response of the film/substrate system. Following a slightly
modified form of that nomenclature, here we compare and contrast the intrinsic and
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extrinsic ISE in high-purity and carbon-doped iron. In this context, we use the terms
intrinsic and extrinsic to distinguish between the effect of the indenter geometry–induced
plastic strain gradient [1], as observed in well-annealed, single crystal surfaces, and the
effect(s) of preexisting defect structures in the same material, respectively. Based on that
distinction, the depth-dependent hardness, H, as measured by Berkovich nanoindentation
experiments, is used to interrogate the structure–property relationship of specific defect
structures that show extrinsic size effects. The four cases analyzed are (i) three different
well-annealed, single-crystal Fe surfaces (intrinsic ISE), (ii) a deformed surface layer for
one of the same grains, (iii) a “cylinder” of plastic deformation produced by a linear array
of shallow indents for the same grain, and (iv) four random grain boundaries of varying
tilt/ twist character. This paper does not attempt to address the fundamental mechanisms
responsible for the details of the intrinsic ISE in well-annealed, low–dislocation density
materials. Instead, the paper examines how the depth-dependent H may be correlated with
the configuration and strengthening properties of preexisting defects.
The analysis implemented here adopts the mathematically transparent, mechanistic
model of Nix and Gao [1] for ISE, which is based on the widely accepted concept of Taylor
hardening. The analysis is then extended with a strain gradient plasticity (SGP) model,
which includes spatial dependence of plastic strain. In the Nix–Gao model [1], the Taylor
hardening concept was combined with the concept of geometrically necessary dislocations
(GNDs) [3] that would be required to accommodate the gradient in plastic strain imposed
by a geometrically self-similar indenter tip such as the Berkovich. The GNDs were
considered as additive to the statistically stored dislocations (SSD) in the Taylor
expression, where the SSD are due to the indentation characteristic strain. Both the SSD
and GND densities were considered as being uniform (averaged) throughout the
indentation volume [1]. To explain decreasing hardness with increasing depth, this model
proposes that GND have an increase in spacing as the indentation depth increases, causing
a reduction in Taylor hardening. The Nix–Gao model for indentation of initially defect-
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free material relates the hardness, H, to the indentation-induced averaged dislocation
density as,
ℎ∗

𝐻 = 𝐻0 ∗ √1 + 𝑓3 ℎ

(3.1a)

𝐻𝑜 = 3√3𝛼𝐺𝑏√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.1b)

ℎ∗ =

3𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃𝑓 2
2𝑏𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷

𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 =

3𝑡𝑎𝑛2 𝜃
2𝑓𝑏ℎ

(3.1c)

(3.1d)

where Ho is the bulk hardness free of GNDs; h* is the characteristic depth; f is a
material-dependent parameter introduced by Durst et al. [4], which attempts to provide a
more accurate estimate of the hemispherical volume containing the GNDs; a is a constant
taken to be 0.5, G is the shear modulus; b is the Burgers vector; 𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 and 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 are the SSD
and GND densities, respectively; and h is the angle between the indenter and the
undeformed surface.
Literature describing how the ISE could be used to determine the defect
configuration and/or structure–property relationships in the presence of preexisting defects
is relatively rare. Specific examples taking this approach can be found in the grain
boundary indentation literature and in the analysis of thin film indentation [2, 5, 6]. In a
manner that is directly related, changes in the ISE due to subsurface dislocation gradients
created by mechanical polishing have been examined in high-purity Ni [7]. In this case,
over indentation depths from 400 to 800 nm, it was shown that a plot of H2 versus 1/h for
mechanically polished Ni has a larger slope, α.h*, than the equivalent plot for mechanically
polished Ni that has been subsequently electropolished [6]. Similarly, as suggested by
Pharr et al. [8], differences in the measured h* of pure Cu between different research groups
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[9, 10] can be attributed to variations in the ISE due to the effect of mechanical polishing.
However, attempts to quantitatively relate this variance in the ISE to the defect
configuration within the stressed volume have not been made. Examination of the ISE in
work-hardened Cu (uniform macroscopic strain) versus well-annealed Cu was studied by
Poole et al. [11], where it was shown that cold work does not affect the slope of the H–h
curve but does increase the magnitude of H. As a counterexample to Poole et al. [11],
Backes et al. [12] reported a reduction in the ISE as measured in 10% prestrained Cu
compared with well-annealed Cu. In contrast to the work by Poole et al. [11] and Backes
et al. [12], where the deformation is relatively homogeneous, the variance in ISE reported
in Refs. 7, 10, and 13 and reported herein is attributed to gradients in the subsurface damage
and, thus, is considered a direct result of the inhomogeneity in the preexisting forest
dislocation (FD) density near the free surface.
Despite a rapidly expanding pool of literature on grain boundary indentation and
the ISE, it does not appear the two have been studied or analyzed in the manner presented
here [5, 6, 14, 15]. Specifically, it is found that most published Berkovich indentation
studies have focused on “remote” indentation, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a), where the indenter
tip is a significant distance from the grain boundary and, thus, the H variation with h is
studied as the plastic zone approaches the grain boundary. Remote indentation with the
face of the pyramidal indenter parallel to the grain boundary would seem to accentuate
analysis of slip transmission across the boundary, as the angle of the indenter face is most
acute here and the rate of approach of the indenter face with increasing h is minimized. In
the analysis presented here, the goal is to place the pyramidal Berkovich indenter tip as
close to the grain boundary as possible. Due to constraints imposed by the optical
microscope and screw-driven stages, the targeting accuracy is ~ ±1 µm. Within this range,
deviations in the precise placement of the indenter tip are deemed acceptable, provided the
tip is oriented such that the wedge of the pyramid formed by the intersection of the pyramid
faces is approximately perpendicular to the grain boundary plane trace, as shown in Fig.
3.1(b). Due to the obtuse angle of the indenter geometry at the face intersections, this
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orientation effectively places a wedge across the grain boundary plane, inducing nearly
simultaneous initiation of deformation in the adjacent grain at very small indentation
depths. This contact orientation produces H–h curves, which typically do not show a
discontinuity (pop-in) at indentation depths >100 nm, as compared with those

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.1. Backscatter channeling contrast image of (a) Remote grain boundary
indentation: the indenter tip is positioned ~2 micron from the grain boundary and the flat
face of the indenter parallel to the boundary, (b) Local grain boundary indentation: the
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indenter tip is positioned less than 0.5 micron from the grain boundary with the “wedge”
of indenter being perpendicular to the grain boundary plane.
shown in Refs. 16, 17, and 18. However, the H–h behavior in this orientation does show
an increase in H above that of both adjacent grain interiors and a unique extrinsic ISE,
again quite distinguishable from the intrinsic ISE for either of the adjacent grains.
It is proposed that the indentation geometry primarily utilized here [Fig. 3.1(b)]
would tend to emphasize a grain boundary strengthening effect that occurs at plastic strain
significantly beyond the yield point, as originally envisioned by Ashby [3] and correlated
with the concept of plastic strain anisotropy across the grain boundary [19]. It is noted that
there has been some work in the literature relating nanoindentation results to the Ashby
proposal of plastic strain incompatibility, although not utilizing the same approach as in
this paper. Vachhani et al. [20] used spherical nanoindentation near grain boundaries of
deformed polycrystalline Al to examine local hardening at the grain boundaries due to prior
macroscopic deformation. Vachhani et al. [20] correlated this local hardening to plastic
anisotropy through the Taylor factor mismatch across the boundary. It was not the focus of
the authors [20] in this previous work to examine grain boundary indentation in wellannealed samples or any variance in the ISE between indentation within a well-annealed
grain interior and indentation at a well-annealed grain boundary, as in the current paper,
but rather to expose the localized hardening at the grain boundary due to macroscopic
deformation. Nevertheless, the Vachhani et al. [20] findings are important to the
interpretation presented in this paper.
As this paper utilizes the Nix–Gao [1] approach to interpret the extrinsic ISE due
to grain boundaries and non-uniform dislocation distributions, it is useful to examine other
works that are related to this approach. The works presented by Hou et al. [5] and Jung et
al. [15] have the most in common with the ISE analysis presented here. Of particular
interest, Jung et al. utilized a modified Nix–Gao relationship [Eq. 3.1(a) – 3.1(d)] to analyze
the ISE contribution of grain boundaries but examined the remote indentation results of
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Yang et al. [21] obtained from the center of Ni grains rather than local to the grain
boundary. Another relevant grain boundary investigation is that of Xiao et al. [22], wherein
the remote indentation strengthening effect is also analyzed using the Nix–Gao
relationship. Xiao et al. proposed that the grain boundary effectively reduces the volume
of the plastic zone without affecting the number or length of the intrinsic GNDs, thus
increasing the dislocation density that results in Taylor hardening [22]. Although the
approach of Xiao et al. is similar to the treatment here, the analysis is limited to slip
transmission induced by remote indentation [Fig. 3.1(a)] and does not specifically analyze
“local” indentation [Fig. 3.1(b)] and plastic incompatibility at the grain boundary. In
contrast to these investigations, we propose that aspects of the originality of the
experimental observations presented here are associated with the orientation, asymmetry,
and location of the Berkovich indentation with respect to the grain boundary plane. As
such, our analysis of experimental observations focuses on the abrupt imposition of
equivalent stress above the yield stress associated with Berkovich indentation at the grain
boundary rather than the gradual increase in stress with increasing h at the boundary plane
related to remote Berkovich indentation or local spherical indentation [23].
Previously, we proposed that changes in the slope of H2 versus 1/h can be utilized
to study an FD density gradient induced by mechanical polishing through direct
comparisons to the H measured in the same but well-annealed grain [13]. To support the
proposed concept of using the extrinsic ISE to examine the relevant microstructures, here
we first present new results that reinforce our previous findings. Examination of this
phenomenon leads to the rather simple, but previously unexplored, concept that the
averaged spatial variation of the FD density (due to mechanical polishing) with depth can
contribute to the nonlinear H2 versus 1/h behavior. The paper then extends this defectrelated extrinsic ISE to the analysis of a cylinder of plastic deformation produced by a row
of shallow indents. These two cases of local defect analysis are then compared with grain
boundary mechanical behavior as exposed by an ISE different from the intrinsic ISE of the
adjacent grain interiors.
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To interpret the ISE and capture the effect of GNDs, a continuum SGP model is
employed. Such frameworks, initially proposed by Aifantis [24] consider the gradient of
the plastic strain as an independent variable and demonstrated by Fleck et al. [25] and
Aifantis [26] are able to capture the scale of the microstructure, allowing the interpretation
of size effects. More recently, interface energy terms within gradient plasticity developed
by Aifantis and Willis [27, 28] have been able to account for the existence of grain
boundaries during nanoindentation experiments [16]. The present experiments are able to
further capture the effect of grain boundaries and provide additional qualitative
understanding of the mechanically induced interface energy terms, while at the same time
probing further into the ISE effect.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Cylindrical disks of high-purity (99.999%) Fe 10 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick
were annealed for over 40 h at 800 °C in a hydrogen atmosphere to create grain sizes up to
2 mm in diameter. The large grain size is necessary to obtain multiple indentations at a
spacing of >20 µm along the grain boundary. Following the long-term anneal, samples
were mechanically polished using grinding papers ranging from P800 to P-2400.
Subsequently, the specimens were sequentially polished using 1, 0.3, and 0.05 µm alumina
slurries. Following the mechanical polishing, plasma etching was performed to remove any
contaminants, such as, but not limited to, mineral deposits and organic residue, left behind
from the mechanical polishing and washing process. The etching was performed using the
Anatech Hummer 6 (Hayward, California). Following plasma etching, the specimens were
heat treated in a hydrogen atmosphere at 850°C for 4–5 h. Annealing at 62% of the absolute
melting temperature, the goal was to eliminate any remaining gradient in the dislocation
density relative to the free surface and remove any carbon-based contamination. After
annealing, the specimens were cooled in an Ar atmosphere to ensure excess hydrogen was
removed from the free surface, as the literature shows that hydrogen effects on Fe yield
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point [29] and hydrogen desorption from Fe dislocation and grain boundary “traps” occurs
at baking temperatures less than 250°C [30].
After the H2:Ar annealing, ion milling was performed using the JEOL IB-19500CP
(Peabody, Massachusetts) cross-section polisher. Operating with a voltage of 6.5 kV for
10 min followed by the fine mode milling, the low-energy argon beam was used to remove
any contaminants inadvertently deposited on the surface during heat treatment. The
assessment of the quality and structure of the free surface region in relation to this sample
preparation process is considered a critical aspect of the experimental procedure for the
nanoindentation study. Specimen surfaces were characterized using an Oxford electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) system interfaced with the FEI XL40 environmental
scanning electron microscope. EBSD images and kernel average misorientation (KAM)
maps show the mechanically polishing, followed by plasma etching, annealing, and ion
milling produces surfaces [Fig. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)] with very low dislocation density
compared with the unannealed mechanically polished KAM [Fig. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d)]. The
step size used for the KAM analysis was 0.5 µm with a filter size of 3×3 and a threshold
angle of 5°.
Additional evidence to support this claim of low surface dislocation density is
presented in Fig. 3.2(e), which shows shallow indentation depth pop-in behavior that is
indicative of dislocation nucleation in the nearly dislocation-free surface. Note that Fig.
3.2(a) is a KAM map of Berkovich indentations along a grain boundary and thus indicates
that the indentation contact area is much smaller than the grain size. The free surface and
grain boundaries were studied in the annealed state, the deformed state, and also after being
doped with carbon in the annealed state. Carbon doping allows the comparison of
indentation results at the same grain boundary, with and without carbon. The carbon doping
was carried out by encapsulating the high-purity Fe specimen discs and 0.01 mg of
polyethylene as a carbon source inside an evacuated quartz tube that was subsequently heat
treated at 500°C for 3 h. This heat treatment time and temperature give a carbon diffusion
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length of ~ 3×104 m and a maximum average carbon concentration within the diffusion
zone of ~ 0.002 weight percent. Using a focused beam of high-energy (30 kV) gallium
ions, the Hitachi FB-2000A (Krefeld, Germany) focused ion beam (FIB) mill was used to
create FIB cross sections of residual hardness impressions [Fig. 3.3(a)] for analysis in the
FEI (Einhoven, Netherlands) 200 kV Titan Themis scanning transmission electron
microscope (S-TEM). As shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the grain boundary is perpendicular to the
free surface. The diffraction pattern represented in Fig. 3.3© shows no evidence of
additional phases such as Fe3C that could have formed during carbon doping.
Nanoindentation experiments were performed using a diamond Berkovich indenter
tip and the iNano (Nanomechanics Inc.—KLA Tencor, Oak Ridge, Tennessee). The
𝑃̇

loading rate, 𝑃̇, was controlled such that 𝑃 was held constant at 0.2 1/s. Analysis of the ISE
was performed from experiments terminated at a maximum load of 24 mN. Rather than
calculating the contact depth by subtracting the elastic deflection of the surface (as
prescribed by the Oliver–Pharr model), here we take the contact depth, hc, to be in the
original plane of the surface, i.e., hc = h. As justification for this simplification, Fig. 3.2(f)
shows a secondary electron SEM image of a representative residual hardness impression
from an experiment performed to the maximum load used in this study of 24 mN. Indicative
of well-annealed iron’s significant capacity to work harden, the image shows no significant
evidence of pileup, as the contact edges connecting the 3 corners are relatively straight,
smooth lines that appear to be in the original plane of the surface. The unique, minor
deviations in linearity observed along each of the 3 faces are taken to be the result of
anisotropy effects. Upon confirmation of the microscope’s x–y calibration, the measured
projected contact area is compared with the calculated contact area (outlined by the red
boundary) and is found to be greater than the calculated area by 2.4%. This small degree
of error is consistent with the predictions of Lucas [31]. We note that since the ISE forces
the loss of geometric self-similarity of the contact, the error imposed by the simplified
definition may increase inversely with indentation depth. However, the simplified
definition of the contact area is further justified for two reasons. First, this investigation
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focuses on the measured difference between the intrinsic and extrinsic size effect in alpha
iron rather than the absolute value of the measured hardness. In this case, the error in the
hc = h approximation is associated with the difference in the elastic deflection between the
intrinsic versus extrinsic ISE and not the absolute value of the elastic deflection. Second,
due to the test specimen’s high ratio of E/σy (211 GPa/50 MPa = 4220), accurate
measurements of the elastic contact stiffness as a continuous function of depth and, hence,
accurate estimates of the elastic deflection of the surface are
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Figure 3.2. (a) Sample preparation methodology produces a large grain (>1mm) sample
with excellent quality map EBSD images, (b) KAM distribution plot for well-annealed
surfaces, and (c) KAM images for mechanically polished surfaces that will include a
contribution from the excess dislocations produced from the polish. (d) KAM plot for the
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mechanically polished surface and (e) well-annealed grain interior load:displacement
curves showing the displacement discontinuity generally expected for dislocation
nucleation process at surface with a very low preexisting dislocation density, (f) Secondary
electron SEM image of a grain interior indentation The contact area is measured from the
image and compared with the area function calculation from the reported indentation depth.
The difference in the area measurement and area function result of 2.4% indicates the
approximation of h = hc involves only a small error.
fraught with experimental challenges, such as, but not limited to, intermittent contact [32,
33, 34], plasticity effects [33, 34, 35], time-dependent flow [34, 35, 36], and extrapolation
of the frame stiffness [34]. Based on the uncertainty associated with these potential
experimental problems and the result of Fig. 3.2€, we have adopted this simplified
definition of the contact depth. Accordingly, the elastic deflection of the surface is ignored,
and H can, therefore, be calculated as a continuous function of depth based solely on the
acquired P–h data [31, 37]. While ignoring the elastic deflection clearly reduces the
accuracy of the estimated hardness, it is not immediately clear the error imposed by the
simplified definition is any worse than the potential error imposed by the experimental
challenges mentioned above. Moreover, any intermittent contact, which is particularly
difficult to eliminate at small depths without paying a very significant penalty in the signal–
to-noise ratio, would completely eliminate the opportunity to measure the intrinsic ISE.
Experiments were performed with two indenter orientations relative to the grain
boundary and within the adjacent grain interiors. Figure 3.1(a) is a backscatter scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of a remote grain boundary indentation with the indenter
tip positioned ~2 µm from the grain boundary and the flat face of the indenter parallel to
the boundary. In this orientation, plastic deformation is induced in the indented grain first
and dislocations can be treated as being pushed against the grain boundary as the plastic
zone expands with increasing h. Alternatively, Fig. 3.1(b) shows a local grain boundary
indentation, wherein the indenter tip is positioned less than 0.5 µm from the grain boundary
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with the “wedge” of the indenter being perpendicular to the grain boundary plane. In this
orientation, there is a near simultaneous deformation of both

Figure 3.3. (a) FIB cut on the grain boundary. (b) Fe electron diffraction shows no evidence
of carbides or other second phase precipitates. (c) Local indentation grain boundary crosssection indicates grain boundary plane approximately perpendicular to the surface.
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grains adjacent to the boundary due to direct contact of the indenter with the grain surfaces.
A unique difference in the extrinsic ISE was observed for these two different indenter-grain
boundary orientations, as shall be discussed in the Analysis section. The intrinsic ISE was
determined using 20 indentations from the grain interiors adjacent to the studied
boundaries.
Preexisting deformation gradients relative to the free surface of the H2:Ar Fe were
intentionally created to examine the validity of using changes of the measured ISE relative
to the intrinsic ISE of a well-annealed H2:Ar heat-treated grain. A “one-dimensional"
deformation gradient with a dislocation density gradient perpendicular to the surface was
produced by mechanically polishing the surface using a coarse grit of P800, P-1200, and
P-2400 and fine polish using 1, 0.3, and 0.05 µm alumina [13]. Due to cell wall formation
and other plastic inhomogeneities, we realize that the resulting dislocation density will not
uniformly decrease with increasing depth below the surface. Rather, here we assume
changes in the average dislocation density within the plastic zone with increasing h, which
effectively serves as a smoothing function, defines the gradient. To complement our
examination of changes in the ISE brought about by a one-dimensional deformation
gradient, we created a two-dimensional gradient by placing a closely spaced linear array of
250 small indentations (residual depth of 100 and 700 nm spacing) within the grain interior
of a well-annealed specimen. This geometry is expected to produce a cylinder of high
dislocation density by virtue of the overlapping the plastic zones of the closely spaced,
shallow indentations. In this case, the dislocation density gradient will be both
perpendicular to the surface and perpendicular to the linear array of indentations. To
examine the effect of this multidimensional deformation gradient, indentation experiments
were performed local to the array, as shown in Fig. 3.4, where the arrows identify the linear
array of indentations.
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3.4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
3.4.1 Grain interior indentation results
It is observed from the load–depth (P–h) curves in Fig. 3.5(a) and averaged
hardness versus depth (H–h) profile plots in Fig. 3.5(b) that the H for the “as-polished”
<120> grain surface and indentation row deformation is significantly greater than that for
the fully annealed grain interior, especially at small indentation depths. It may also be seen
that the H at the grain boundary for the well-annealed sample is greater than that for the
corresponding adjacent grain interior of the well-annealed sample. The increase in H for
the as-polished grain interior and indentation row is expected on the basis of FD
strengthening (work hardening) of the surface due to mechanical polishing [38] and the
overlapping plastic strain fields of the closely spaced, shallow indentations. The increase
in H at the grain boundary is expected due to grain boundary strengthening mechanisms
interacting with the indentation plastic deformation. This paper intends to go beyond these
simple concepts to examine how the ISE at these defect structures can provide additional
information concerning the deformation mechanism and defect distribution. The degree of
the ISE can be determined by noting the decrease in H with depth or the increase in H2
with 1/h [Fig. 3.5(b) and 3.5(c)]. As seen in Fig. 3.5(b) and 3.5(c), the ISE is most obvious
for the unannealed, mechanically polished specimen. According to the Nix–Gao model, H2
versus 1/h should be linear, with the slope corresponding to the decrease in GND density
with depth. Only the well-annealed sample approaches linear behavior. Previous work [13]
has suggested that the experimental observations of the hardening effect of the polishing
FD density averaged over the indentation volume, ̅̅̅̅̅,
𝜌𝐹𝐷 can be accounted for by rewriting
Eq. (3.1) as follows:
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌

ℎ∗

𝐻 2 = 𝐻0 2 (1 + 𝜌 𝐹𝐷 + 𝑓3 ℎ)
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.2a)

Equation (3.2a) is an extension of the concept introduced by Poole et al. [11] that
the preexisting dislocation density in a sample can be accounted for by a linear addition
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with the dislocations density produced by indentation. However, it is here considered that
𝜌𝐹𝐷 for the surface deformation due to polishing or from the row of shallow indentations
̅̅̅̅̅
is a function of h. Solving Eq. (3.2a) explicitly for ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 as a function of indentation depth
gives
ℎ∗

𝐻 2 −𝐻0 2 (1+ 3 )
𝑓 ℎ
(3√3𝛼𝐺𝑏 )

2

= ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷

(3.2b)

where H has been measured as function of h. The functional form for ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 can be
determined by comparing Eq. [3.2(b)] with cold worked and annealed H–h data in Fig.
3.5(c). Examining the annealed grain interior data first, such that [𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐹𝐷 = 𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 ] ~ 0 in Eq.
3.2(a), a linear best fit for the H2 versus 1/h of the <120> grain surface for Eq. 3.2(a)
determines that Ho = 1.05 GPa and h*/f3 = ~0.15 µm. Although this h*/f3 length scale is
relatively small compared with most reported values for pure metals, it does match up well
with the length scale (h* ~ 0.1 µm) reported for electropolished single-crystal Cu studies
carried out by Liu et al. [10] and Ni single crystal (annealed or electropolished) studies
carried out by Wang (h* ~ 0.2–0.25 µm) [7]. In both of these previous studies, it is apparent
that both the H and the h* length scale are highly dependent on the sample preparation
procedure, especially when compared with poorly prepared surfaces [8].
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Figure 3.4. Backscatter SEM image for a linear array of closely spaced, shallow
indentations with deeper indentations probing the properties using the local geometry
similar to Figure 3.1(b).

That is, the nanoindentation of mechanically polished surfaces may measure an extrinsic
size effect due to the gradient in FD density rather than the expected intrinsic ISE. This
type of error in sample preparation can result in a larger measured internal length scale (h*)
due to the decrease in ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 with indentation depth [13] as the slope of the H2 versus 1/h plot
becomes
ℎ∗

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = 𝐻0 2 (𝑓3 + 𝜌

1

̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑑𝜌
𝐹𝐷

𝑆𝑆𝐷

𝑑( )

rather than the expected intrinsic internal length, h*/f 3.
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1
ℎ

)

(3.2c)

Figure 3.5. (a) Representative P-h curves for mechanically polished (deformed) grain
surface, well-annealed grain surface, well-annealed grain boundary surface intersection,
and line source indentation. (b) Plot between hardness and depth (averaged for 20 H versus
h curves at each condition) for all the processing conditions, indicating presence of ISE as
a function of processing condition. The hardness of the grain boundary is also shown on
the plot for comparison. (c) Nix-Gao based H2 versus 1/h plots for all the processing
conditions. (d) Calculated FD density [Eq. (3.2)] for as polished surface, 4 grain boundaries
as well as line source indentations.
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Figure 3.6. (a) KAM map of surface deformation cross section. (b) Plan view KAM map
of as-polished surface.

With the result of Ho = 1.05 GPa and h*/f3 = ~ 0.15 µm for this grain, the extrinsic
ISE both in the mechanically polished surface and shallow indentation row (Fig. 3.4)
samples can now be considered by further application of Eq. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). The
supposed depth dependence of ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 can be determined by comparing Eq. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)
with the H2 versus 1/h data in Fig. 3.5(c), with the details of this analysis described
elsewhere [13]. The result for ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 is shown in Fig. 3.5(d). Although no independent
measure of dislocation density is presented here, the maximum dislocation density
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predicted for the row of shallow indents in Fig. 3.5(d) is on the same order as that reported
for Berkovich indentation of other body centered cubic metals [39, 40, 41].
The calculated ̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐹𝐷 variation with h in the as-polished condition is qualitatively
consistent with the EBSD KAM map of the ion mill cross section of a deformed surface
layer, as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The deformation layer thickness indicated by the KAM map
of the cross section is on the order of 1 µm and the effect of such a length scale is considered
in a more quantitative fashion in Eq. (3.6). As expected, the KAM map of the mechanically
polished surface plane shows extensive distortion [Fig. 3.6(b)]. Furthermore, the
relationship between Fig. 3.6(a) and the interpretation in Fig. 3.5(d) was supported by
examining the change in the extrinsic ISE as a function of heat treatment [13], where the
observed reduction in H and reduction in KAM map distortion due to FD recovery during
annealing were successfully analyzed by the Nes dislocation recovery model [42].
3.4.2 Grain boundary indentation results
The modified Nix–Gao theory presented in Eq. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) was used to
rationalize the mechanical polished grain interior indentation results in Fig. 3.5(d) by
invoking a depth dependence in the FD density. The general approach introduced in Eq.
(3.2) is now extended to the analysis of the extrinsic ISE of an isolated grain boundary. As
reviewed above, nanoindentation studies of grain boundary mechanical behavior are
certainly not new. Much attention has been devoted to the examination of how indentation
just off the grain boundary in one grain must induce plasticity in the adjacent grain via slip
transmission across the boundary. We have termed this remote indentation [Fig. 3.1(a)].
Such experiments can show P–h curve discontinuities proposed to occur at the point of slip
transmission [18], corresponding to a local maximum in the H–h curve.
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Figure 3.7. Representative hardness versus depth curves for 4 different grain boundaries in
a well-annealed test specimen. (a) – (d) Show indentation results from the grain interior,
the remote grain boundary indentation and the local grain boundary indentation for the
carbon doped chemistry. (e) Comparison of local indentations for the same grain
boundaries with and without carbon doping. (f) Comparison of local and remote grain
boundary indentations with grain interior indentations with no carbon doping.
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These observations have been particularly prevalent in indentation of BCC metals and in
particular Fe–C alloys, even with carbon content below the cementite solubility limit [43].
However, the observation of local maximum in H due to remote indentation is not specific
to BCC materials [6], although reports of discontinuity in P–h curves associated with such
local maxima do appear to be specific to BCC materials. The focus of this paper is on what
we have termed “‘local” indentation [Fig. 3.1(b)], where both adjacent grains undergo
surface indentation at very small h.
Figure 3.7 contrasts the H–h behavior for local and remote indentation in carbondoped and H2:Ar heat-treated Fe. Figures 3.7(a) – 3.7(d) contrasts local and remote
indentation H–h behavior at 4 different grain boundaries in carbon-doped Fe. The
difference between local and remote indentation is accentuated by the local maximum in
H observed for the remote indentation. The extensive reverse ISE after h = 50 nm is only
observed for the remote indentation geometry. Similar statements may also be made
concerning the significant discontinuity in the H–h slope observed for the remote
indentation H compared with the local indentation. It is also noted from further comparison
of remote and local indentation H–h in Fig. 3.7(a) – 3.7(d) that the H of the remote
indentation curve falls below that of the local indentation H after the discontinuity and
approaches the H of the grain interior. In remote indentation, the stress is “relieved” after
yielding occurs at the grain boundary [18]. While for local indentation the high H is
gradually reduced with deformation occurring simultaneously on both sides of the grain
boundary. Collectively, these observations suggest two different hardening mechanisms
are being probed by the two different indenter geometries (local versus remote). Although
not commonly described in the literature, this conclusion concerning the role of indentation
geometry at the grain boundary should not be surprising, as a distinction between grain
boundary effects on yield point and grain boundary hardening post yield is well known
[44] for general, bulk deformation.
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The remote indentation causes a progressive increase in equivalent stress at the
grain boundary as indentation depth increases and the stress at the grain boundary
eventually reaches an equivalent stress that causes plastic strain to initiate across the
boundary. As such, the extrinsic ISE observed due to grain boundary remote indentation is
measuring the grain boundary resistance to dislocations crossing the boundary, being
emitted from the boundary and/or generated from a dislocation source across the boundary.
This is effectively examining the plastic yield point at the grain boundary as envisioned by
Hall [45] and Petch [46]. On the other hand, local indentation causes plastic deformation
on both sides of the grain boundary early in the indentation process. As the local indentation
will induce near simultaneous dislocation motion on non-coincident slip systems in the
crystals on either side of the grain boundary, the result is expected [3] to be incompatible
shears within the indentation plastic volume. The strengthening observed for the local
indentation of the grain boundary would, thus, be seen as probing the work hardening
mechanism (post yield) of the grain boundary as originally envisioned by Ashby [3]. The
Ashby GND mechanism for accommodation of shear incompatibility across the grain
boundary is certainly one of the more accepted mechanisms proposed for work hardening
at the grain boundary. Hansen [47] has utilized Ashby’s work on the local deformation at
grain boundaries due to plastic strain incompatibility to analyze the experimental results
and develop a grain boundary work hardening model with the same form as the Hall–Petch
equation. This mechanism is still utilized in some computer simulations [48] of
polycrystalline plasticity as a solution to the Taylor–Sachs dichotomy. Also, these ideas
continue to be developed in the more recent literature through self-consistent deformation
models of polycrystalline materials [49] and within the development of nonlocal
constitutive models [50].
Although not the focus of this paper, Fig. 3.7(e) compares local indentation H–h
curves for the same grain boundaries in annealed H2:Ar specimens versus the carbon-doped
specimens, indicating the H–h curves are statistically indistinguishable between the two.
Figure 3.7(f) gives examples of remote and local indentation of H2:Ar heat-treated Fe. We
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note that some indentation curves do show the “hardening–softening” behavior reported
for remote indentation of Al [6] but without the sharp discontinuity seen in Fig. 3.7(a) –
3.7(d). Comparisons between Fig. 3.7(a) – 3.7(d) and Fig. 3.7(e) and 3.7(f) are consistent
with the concept that the observations of local indentation H–h are due to plastic strain
geometry rather than grain boundary chemistry, while remote indentation results can be
effected by grain boundary chemistry. Further support for the Ashby [3] interpretation is
also presented in Appendix 3.B. However, a full analysis of this comparison of chemistry
effects is not attempted in this paper and the focus is on the grain boundary hardness when
plastic deformation is induced (approximately) simultaneously in both grains when the
indenter tip is very close (“local”) to the grain boundary (0–0.5 µm) and the wedge of the
indenter overlaps into the adjacent grain at small indentation depths.
The indentation behavior of an isolated grain boundary compared with grain
interior behavior is shown in Fig. 3.5(a) – 3.5(c). The increase in H and bilinear H2 versus
1/h behavior specifically due to interaction with the grain boundary is isolated in Fig.
3.5(c). The increase in H with increase in

1
√ℎ

is suggestive of the Hall–Petch relationship.

Historically, the three rationalizations for the classic Hall–Petch equation are pileup models
[45, 46]: (i) work hardening–based models [3, 47] and (ii) grain boundary source models
[51]. Work hardening models correlate the increase in dislocation density due to the grain
boundary to the flow stress. These work hardening models are particularly applicable to
grain boundary effects on the flow curve at significant plastic strain and not generally
considered applicable to grain boundary effects on yield strength. It is proposed that these
work hardening models [3, 47] will be most relevant to the local indentation geometry [Fig.
3.1(b)], given the initiation of plastic deformation on both sides of the grain boundary at
low indentation depths. Following the approach in Eq. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), the effective depth
dependence of a dislocation density that would correspond to the hardening response for
indentation at a well-annealed grain boundary (GB2) may be calculated, as shown in Fig.
3.5(d). The calculated decrease in dislocation density with increasing h does reflect the
extrinsic ISE at the grain boundary. We consider if such a size effect could be rationalized
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on the basis of the plastic strain gradient magnitude required at the boundary to
accommodate local deformation incompatibility across the grain boundary [3]. The scalar,
“averaging” approach outlined by Nix and Gao [1] for the determination of the GND
density for Berkovich indentation, is reduced to a single parameter (scaler measure) plastic
ℎ

displacement gradient (plastic strain), ∇𝑢 = tan(𝜃) = 𝑎, due to the slope of the indenter:
surface contact. Interestingly, the number of GNDs is taken as a constant, h/b, with respect
to the position under the indenter tip, although the authors point out that the strain gradient
may not be uniform. This non-uniformity would certainly be consistent with SaintVenant’s principle. For example, the Fourier series solutions to the biharmonic equations
for the two-dimensional displacement compatibility conditions (plasticity or elasticity)
have an exponential decay. It should also be noted that a grain boundary bisecting the
indentation plastic volume will disrupt any semblance of spherical (axial) symmetry in the
deformation field, even though the plastic volume itself may still be approximated as
spherical. Extending the Nix–Gao [1] approach to a non-uniform strain gradient field with
loss of axial symmetry, it is possible to consider the plastic displacement gradient to have
an exponential form associated with the presence of the grain boundary as ∇𝑢(𝑔𝑏) = 𝛾 ∗
𝑦

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝛾 ), where 𝛾 is the maximum shear strain due to the “slope” of the plastic
displacement caused by grain “overlap” [3] related to plastic incompatibility, y is the
direction perpendicular to the grain boundary, and 𝛾 is the decay length for this strain. The
∇𝑢(𝑔𝑏) can be substituted for h/a in the original derivation [3] for the GND density, with
the average dislocation loop length taken as (𝜋𝑓ℎ/2), giving Eq. 3.3(a):

𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏) =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
2
3
3 𝜋[𝑓ℎ]

𝑓ℎ

∫
0

3𝛾𝜆

𝛾 −𝑦/(𝜆) 𝜋𝑓ℎ
𝑒
𝑑𝑦
𝑏
2

= 4𝑏(𝑓ℎ)2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑓ℎ/𝜆 )
Alternatively, Eq. 3.3(a) can be rewritten as follows:
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(3.3a)

𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏) =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

𝑓ℎ

1
2
3
3 𝜋[𝑓ℎ]

∫
0

𝛾 −𝑦/(𝜆) 𝜋(𝑓ℎ)2
𝑒
𝑑𝑦
𝑏𝑓ℎ
2

3𝛾𝜆

= 4𝑏(𝑓ℎ)2 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑓ℎ/𝜆 )

(3.3b)

where (𝛾/𝑏𝑓ℎ) is the 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏) at the grain boundary (Ashby [3]) and 𝜋(𝑓ℎ)2 /2 is an
approximation for the small circle area (disc) that the dislocation “lines” intersect.
Equations 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) utilize the same approach as the original Nix–Gao [1]
treatment, as modified by Durst et al. [4], that the plastic deformation gradient imposed by
the geometry of the indenter results in GNDs spread over some fraction of the indentation
plastic volume. The Nix–Gao–Durst approach considers a volume of integration with
radius [(𝑓ℎ/𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃)]. Analogous to this idea is that the excess dislocations produced by the
deformation at the grain boundary is spread over a fraction of the indentation plastic
volume, (𝑓ℎ), which is much less than the grain size as the grain size here is > 1 mm [Fig.
3.2(a)]. Further justification for using (𝑓ℎ) as a proxy for grain size comes from the work
of Meakin and Petch [52, 53], who considered that the dislocation slip length was some
fraction of the grain diameter and thus the dislocation density is inversely proportional to
the grain size. This was later confirmed by the works of Conrad et al. [54, 55]. The ISE can
be interpreted in a similar manner as the grain size effect [52] in that the dislocation density
due to indentation appears to have an inverse relationship with the contact radius. For
indentation local to the grain boundary [Fig. 3.1(b)], the argument analogous to Meakin
and Petch is that the slip length of the dislocation due to plastic strain at the grain boundary
is some fraction of the indentation plastic zone diameter.
Equation 3.3(b) can be correlated with the idea of an extrinsic ISE by noting the h
dependence of the 𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅.
𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏) If the decay length, 𝜆, is proportional to h, then the “standard”
1/ h dependence for H2 is recovered. Utilizing the same approach as in Eq. 3.2(a) leads to
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Eq. 3.4(a), with ℎ∗𝑔𝑏 as the characteristic length scale for the extrinsic ISE due to the grain
boundary [Eq. 3.4(b)].

ℎ∗

𝐻 2 = 𝐻𝑜 2 (1 + ℎ𝑓3 +

ℎ𝑔𝑏 ∗
ℎ𝑓 3

)

(3.4a)

Where from Eq. (3.3)
∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏
=𝜌

1
𝑆𝑆𝐷

.

3𝛾𝜆𝑓
4𝑏ℎ

𝑓ℎ

(1 − 𝑒 − 𝜆 )

(3.4b)

Such that, analogous to Eq. [3.1(a) –3.1(d)],

𝐻𝑜 2

ℎ𝑔𝑏 ∗
ℎ𝑓 3

2

= (3√3𝛼𝐺𝑏) ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏)

(3.4c)

It is noted that if 𝜆 in Eq. 3.4(b) is proportional to h, then a constant ℎ𝑔𝑏 ∗ is
ℎ∗

recovered. The characteristic length scales, 𝑓3 and

ℎ∗ 𝑔𝑏
𝑓3

, can also be determined by matching

Eq. (3.4) to the experimental H2 versus 1/h curves for the data corresponding to the grain
surfaces, GB1, GB2, GB3, and GB4 [Table (3.1)], as shown in Fig. 3.5(c). The Ho values
(H for “infinite” indentation depth) can be determined by extrapolating the H2 versus 1/h
to 1/h = 0. A curve fit the grain boundary H2 versus 1/h curve over the indentation depths
of 500–1000 nm gives Ho = 1.05 GPa (R2 = 0.97). However, the substantial bilinearity of
the grain boundary H2 versus 1/h curve produces a larger Ho value when the grain boundary
H2 at indentation depths of 200–500 nm are extrapolated to 1/h = 0. Thus, we limit the
consideration of the grain boundary H2 curve to indentation depths greater than 500 nm.
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ℎ∗

With this approach, the 𝑓3 is determined using the slope of the grain interior H2 versus 1/h
plot and is reported in Table (3.1). Having determined Ho and

ℎ∗
𝑓3

from the grain interior

data of the harder adjacent grain, Eq. 3.4(a) can now be fit to the extrinsic component of
the grain boundary H2 versus 1/h plot, where

ℎ∗ 𝑔𝑏
𝑓3

is the fitting parameter. If the Hall–Petch

coefficient, k, is specifically defined as a multiplier relating local dislocation density to the
inverse square root of grain size [3, 47, 55, 56] and 𝑓ℎ as a proxy for grain size, then Eq.
3.4(c) gives the relation:
𝑘
√𝑓

=

𝐻𝑜
3

ℎ∗ 𝑔𝑏 1

√

(3.5)

𝑓 3 √𝑓

where the factor 1/3 in Eq. (3.5) relates the grain boundary H as three times the
uniaxial stress at the same strain (Tabor’s relationship). The curve fit results for f = 1 are
shown in Table (3.1) and show values for k of the same order as that determined by bulk
mechanical testing of low carbon and interstitial free steels (k = 0.11 MPa m1/2) [57].
Alternatively, f may be calculated from Eq. (3.5) using the graphically determined values
of Ho and

ℎ∗ 𝑔𝑏
𝑓3

in Table (3.1) together with the experimental result [42] of k = 0.1 MPa m1/2,

giving the range f ~ 2.0 to 3.2. This range in f does bracket the value of the contact radius
𝑎

to indentation depth ratio for a cone geometry with included angle of 70°, ℎ = tan(𝜃)−1 =
2.74, suggesting that the grain size proxy is the same order as the contact radius. As support
for the utilization of Eq. (3.5), it should be noted that Rester et al. [14] have introduced the
concept that GNDs caused by the indentation geometry will form cell walls or sub-grains
due to dynamic recrystallization and it is these “grain boundaries” under the indenter
contact area that result in the intrinsic ISE. Although Rester et al. [14] consider the grain
boundary strengthening is due to dynamic recrystallization as a “substitution” for the GND
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strengthening, the general idea of grain boundary strengthening due to a preexisting grain
boundary under the indentation contact area is a natural extension of their analysis.
It is of interest to extend the concepts leading to Eq. 3.3(b) to the extrinsic, oneand two-dimensional dislocation distributions described in Fig. 3.5, determined from the
procedure described in Soman et al. [13]. In contrast to Eq. 3.3(b), 3.2(a), and 3.2(b) do

Grain

Misorientation

boundary
Angle

Axis

k

𝒉∗ 𝒈𝒃
𝒇𝟑

𝒉∗
𝒇𝟑

Ho

R2 for
𝒉∗ 𝒈𝒃
𝒇𝟑

(Mpa.m1/2)

GB1

27.37

[3̅ 2 1̅]

0.16

217.98

196.20

1.05

0.9668

GB2

26.18

[2̅ 4 1̅]

0.16

215.46

149.24

1.05

0.9999

GB3

25.43

[1̅ 2̅ 4]

0.18

251.04

144.93

1.06

0.9655

GB4

44.92

[3̅ 4 4]

0.14

155.94

207.30

1.05

0.9954

Table 3.1. Analysis of intrinsic and extrinsic ISE related to specific grain boundaries.

not interrogate the dimensionality of the preexisting dislocation distributions, although the
results from Eq. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) should be self-consistent with such an approach if there
is any inherent validity. One issue is that the approximation of indentation strain spherical
symmetry is broken when considering the dimensionality of the preexisting defect
distributions studied here. It is thus suggested that dislocation density averaging is most
straightforward using the Cartesian coordinate system such that
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3𝜌

𝑓ℎ

𝑓ℎ

𝑓ℎ

𝑥

𝑦

𝑧

𝑜
𝜌̅ = 2𝜋(𝑓ℎ)
3 ∫0 ∫0 ∫0 𝑆. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧
𝑥

𝑦

𝑧

(3.6)

where ρo is the maximum dislocation density in the vicinity of the surface origin (x
= 0, y = 0, z = 0). The value S = 8𝜋/3 is determined, so ρo is returned if all the directiondependent decay lengths, 𝜆i, go to infinity, which would be equivalent to uniform
deformation. The values of the decay lengths 𝜆i thus set the dimensional dependence of the
extrinsic ISE. Specifically, for the one-dimensional dislocation density gradient (surface
layer deformation, Fig. 3.6), only the direction normal to the surface will have a finite
decay length as in Eq. 3.7(a).

𝑓ℎ

𝑓ℎ 𝑓ℎ 𝑓ℎ
3𝜌𝑜
𝑥
∫ ∫0 ∫0 𝑆. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧
2𝜋(𝑓ℎ)3 0
𝑥

−
4𝜆𝑥 (1−𝑒 𝜆 )

= 𝜌𝑜

(3.7a)

𝑓ℎ

For the row of closely spaced shallow indentations, the preexisting distribution
from the overlapping indentations is taken to have cylindrical symmetry extending along
the z-axis. Thus, the surface normal direction (x) and the orthogonal direction (y) will have
decay lengths that are finite and equal 𝜆𝑥 = 𝜆𝑦 [Eq. 3.7(b)].

𝑓ℎ 𝑓ℎ 𝑓ℎ
𝑥
𝑦
∫ ∫0 ∫0 𝑆. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧
2𝜋(𝑓ℎ)3 0
𝑥
𝑦
3𝜌𝑜
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= 𝜌𝑜

16𝜆2 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ(
(𝑓ℎ)2

ℎ 2
)
2𝜆

𝑓ℎ

𝑒 − 𝜆 (3.7b)

A comparison of Eq. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) with the dislocation density results from Eq.
3.2(a) and 3.2(b) is shown in Fig. 3.5(d), with
𝜆

surface deformation and

𝑓

𝜆
𝑓

= 193 nm and 𝜌𝑜 = 7×1015 m-2 for the

= 125 nm and 𝜌𝑜 = 2.4×1016 m-2 for the indentation row

deformation. This comparison shows that the proposed approach is consistent with
observed 1/h dependence for the one-dimensional (surface) deformation gradient versus
the observed 1/h2 dependence for the two-dimensional (indentation row) deformation
gradient. It should be noted that although GNDs may be present within these fixed
distributions related to prior deformation, these are not specific to the indentation geometry
in the present experiment. In any case, the excellent fit for Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) in Fig. 3.5(d)
suggests the extrinsic ISE for these preexisting defects is apparently controlled by their
inherent distribution and dimensionality prior to the indentation process.
When considering the grain boundary indentation using the approach leading to Eq.
(3.6) and (3.7), the dislocation density distribution due to the presence of the grain is taken
as decaying primarily perpendicular to the grain boundary plane (in one dimension) and is,
thus, the same form (geometry) as for the surface deformation [Eq. 3.7(a)], but with a decay
length proportional to the grain size, or in our case, h. This is consistent with the Ashby [3]
theory of grain boundary GNDs. Again, following Ashby [3], the average GND density at
the grain boundary is considered inversely proportional to h in Eq. 3.3(a) with dislocation
𝑓ℎ

loop length (𝜋𝑓ℎ). Using a proportionality constant, n, such that 𝜆 = ( 𝑛 ), then Eq. (3.6)
can be rewritten for the grain boundary case as follows:

[

𝜋𝛾
𝑏𝑓ℎ

]

3
2𝜋(𝑓ℎ)3

𝑓ℎ

𝑓ℎ

𝑓ℎ

𝑦

∫0 ∫0 ∫0 𝑆. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝜆 ) 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 =
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4𝜋𝛾(1−𝑒 −𝑛 )
𝑏𝑓ℎ𝑛

(3.8)

As in the case for the one- and two-dimensional extrinsic deformation gradients,
the integral equation solution [Eq. (3.8) with

4𝜋𝛾
𝑏𝑓

(1−𝑒 −𝑛 )

∗(

𝑛

) = 4.5 × 108 𝑚−1] well

represents the dislocation density distributions determined from the extrinsic ISE at one of
the grain boundaries (GB2) in Fig. 3.5(d). The implications of the results for Eq. (3.5) and
(3.8) are considered further in Appendix 3.B. In the Analysis section, a continuum SGP
approach with considerably greater mathematical structure, relative to Eq. (3.8), is
considered.
3.4.3 Analysis: continuum SGP formulation and the SGP boundary condition related
to the Ashby model
The analysis developed here is not meant to be predictive but rather to be
interpretive in exposing the physics of the additive effects of intrinsic and extrinsic ISE.
As such, an approximate analytical approach is pursued using a two-dimensional argument
with prescribed displacements (strains) within the context of a continuum SGP theory. The
purpose of this exercise is to connect Eq. 3.4(a) to more specific considerations of the
spatial dependence of plastic strain. A simple physical description of the Ashby [3]
proposal will be utilized to develop an appropriate boundary condition for the linear
continuum model in the case of anisotropic plastic shape change for the adjacent grains,
designated 1 and 2. The approach centers around the relation between the plastic strain, ep,
along a specific loading direction (x) and the shear strain, c, that occurs on specific
crystallographic planes. For a scaler argument with single slip, the normal plastic strain
component is given in terms of the shear and the product of the slip system direction cosines
(m) as follows:

𝜀𝑝 = 𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙) = 𝛾𝑚
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(3.9)

where m is also known as the Schmid factor. Alternatively, m =

𝑑𝜀𝑝(𝑥)
𝑑𝛾

, as defined by Taylor

[19]. For indentation local to the grain boundary, it is expected that the plastic displacement
at the surface will be equivalent in both grains at the grain boundary. But if m for grain 1
is different from m for grain 2, then 𝛾1 will be different from 𝛾2 or,

𝛾1 − 𝛾2 = 𝜀𝑝

𝑚1 −𝑚2

(3.10)

𝑚1 𝑚2

Ashby uses the difference in plastic shear strain across the grain boundary to
determine the additional plastic displacement at the grain boundary, 𝑢𝑔𝑏 , required for
plastic compatibility. This plastic displacement scales with the grain radius, D, as
𝑢𝑔𝑏 = 𝜀𝑝 𝐷

𝑚1 −𝑚2

(3.11)

𝑚1 𝑚2

This plastic strain, 𝑢𝑔𝑏 /D, is in addition to the imposed plastic strain, ep, which
according to Taylor [19] would correspond to the operation of additional slip systems to
allow for strain compatibility across the grain boundary. Ashby further implies that the
excess plastic strain will decay with position away from the grain boundary by noting the
development of 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 at the grain boundary as

𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 =

𝑢𝑔𝑏
𝑏

1

. 𝐷𝐿 =

Where,
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𝜀𝑔𝑏
𝑏𝐿

. 𝛥𝑚

(3.12)

𝛥𝑚 =

𝑚1 −𝑚2
𝑚1 𝑚2

(3.13)

where the width L is the distance from the grain boundary that contains the bulk of the
GNDs and may be considered as the decay length of the excess plastic strain. This length
scale, L, may be considered equivalent to that described in Evers et al. [48] for the grain
boundary deformation layer thickness required for compatibility due to anisotropic plastic
deformation. Evers et al. [48] considered L to be proportional (but not equal) to the grain
radius, while Ashby [3] took this width to be equivalent to the grain diameter. Although
the analysis to be developed here is not accurate enough to give a conclusive argument for
either the Ashby [3] or Evers [48] approach to the decay length for the excess plastic strain,
it is to be implicitly included.
The generally accepted relationship between the density of GNDs and the plastic
strain gradient, apparently first proposed by Ashby [3], is as follows:
1

𝑑

𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 = 𝑏 (𝑑𝑦 𝜀𝑝 )

(3.14)

Using Eq. (3.14) with Eq. (3.12) gives

𝜀𝑝
𝐿

𝑑

𝛥𝑚 = (𝑑𝑦 𝜀𝑝 )

(3.15)

which is used as a boundary condition at the grain boundary for the development of the
continuum plasticity analysis to follow. The rhs of Eq. (3.15) can be interpreted as the
increase in plastic strain due to a non-zero Δm, which decays over the length, L, as defined
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by the spatial derivative on the lhs of Eq. (3.15). The occurrence of an excess in plastic
strain beyond the imposed plastic strain, Eq. (3.11), together with a gradient in plastic strain
does suggest a peak in a scaler measure of plastic strain magnitude at the grain boundary.
For dislocation density proportional to the square of the strain and proportional to the strain
gradient, a significant increase in dislocation density is then expected at the grain boundary
and the experimental results of Vachhani et al. [20] are seen to be particularly relevant.
The formulation for the SGP continuum analysis that can be adapted to the linear
analysis pursued here is described in a recent publication by Wei et al. [58].

𝑞

⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 ⃗∇𝜀̅𝑝 ] + 𝑙2 ∇2 𝜀̅𝑝 )
𝜎 = 𝛽 (𝜀̅𝑝 + 𝑙1 [∇

(3.16)

where β is the hardening modulus. For the analysis here, the characteristic length l2 = 0 and
the exponent = 1/2, as represented by Eq. [3.A(1)] and [3.A(3)] in Appendix 3.A. The
2

𝑝 𝑝
equivalent stress, σ, is a function of the equivalent plastic strain measures, 𝜀̅𝑝 = √(3)𝜀𝑖𝑗
𝜀𝑖𝑗
𝑝
⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 ∇
⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 )as utilized in Eq. (3.16), where 𝜀𝑖𝑗
and the magnitude of the gradient squared (∇
is

the plastic strain tensor. The details of the solution to Eq. (3.16) are given in Appendix 3.C.
The stress contribution from the grain boundary to the averaged equivalent stress
at the surface and the extrinsic ISE is found to have the form:

[𝜎
̅̅̅̅̅̅|
(𝑔𝑏) 𝑥=𝜋/2𝜔 ]

0.12𝑛𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 ∆𝑚

𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

=(
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ℎ

) + 0.02𝑛𝛽∆𝑚

(3.17)

Drawing from the concepts leading to Eq. [3.A(8)] the total stress from the addition
of the intrinsic and extrinsic components of the deformation is then used to estimate H:

ℎ∗

𝐻 = [𝐻𝑜 (1 + 2𝑓3 ℎ)]

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

+ [𝜎
̅̅̅̅̅̅|
(𝑔𝑏) 𝑥=𝜋/2𝜔 ]

𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

(3.18)

Although the approach leading to Eq. (3.18) is linear, two dimensional and limited
to a single Fourier coefficient, it is possible to still have a reasonable comparison with the
experimental results obtained from local grain boundary indentation, as presented in Fig.
3.5 and 3.7. This comparison between Eq. (3.18) and the local indentation experimental
results for 4 different grain boundaries is shown in Fig. 3.8 with

Grain Boundary

𝒏𝜷∆𝒎 (GPa)

𝒏𝑯𝒐 𝒍𝟏 ∆𝒎 (GPa.nm)

GB1

7.0

45.0

GB2

8.0

90.0

GB3

10.0

105.0

GB4

8.0

82.5

Table 3.2. Fit parameters for Eq. (3.18) in figure (3.8).

the two independent fit parameters detailed in Table (3.2). These two fit terms are
multiplicative products of parameters but still may be judged as the same order as that
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determined in Eq. (3.4) [Table (3.2)] with the limiting case for the values of Δm examined
in Appendix 3.B.
∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏

The extrinsic component of Eq. (3.18) can be compared with Ho 𝑓3 in Eq. (3.4) and
Eq. [3.A(9)] as follows:

∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏

Ho 2𝑓3 = (0.12𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 + 0.02𝛽ℎ)𝑛∆𝑚

(3.19)

Figure 3.8. The comparison of the continuum SGP model Eq. (3.18) from the experimental
results from local indentations on the 4 grain boundaries (a) – (d). Two experimental curves
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(dashed) from each boundary representing the variance of the behavior are presented. The
solid curve is the fit from Eq. (3.18).

The nonequivalence of h*gb and l in Eq. (3.19), as discussed in Appendix A, can be
1

resolved by taking 𝐻𝑜 = 𝛽𝑏√𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅
.
𝑆𝑆𝐷 and noting from Appendix 3.A that 𝑙1 ≅ (2√𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅)
𝑆𝑆𝐷

Equation (3.19) provides the insight that the characteristic length,

∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏
𝑓3

, can be described as

a function of h. The possibility of strain dependence for the characteristic length in gradient
theories has been considered previously [58, 59, 60], but a specific discussion of

∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏

𝑓3

dependence on h has only been previously described in the work of Feng at al. [61], which
considers the volume correction factor, f, as inversely proportional to h. This conclusion
[61] is consistent with the finding in Eq. (3.19).
The parameter, (𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 )𝑛∆𝑚, on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.19) has special
significance as a description of (energy dissipation)/area, or mechanically induced interface
energy, due to deformation at the grain boundary. This term describes the deformation
energy cost for the formation of GNDs seen in Eq. (3.14) and (3.15). The physical basis of
how the grain boundary GNDs contribute to the strengthening can be illustrated using Eq.
[3.A(6)] and [3.A(7)] as follows:

𝐻

𝑜
𝐺𝑁𝐷
𝜎𝑔𝑏
= 𝛽𝑏(𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 𝑙1 ) = 𝛽𝑏 (𝛽𝑏ℎ
𝑙1 ) 𝑛∆𝑚

Rewriting Eq. [3.20(a)] as
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(3.20a)

𝐺𝑁𝐷
𝜎𝑔𝑏
ℎ = (𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 )𝑛∆𝑚

(3.20b)

where the rhs of Eq. [3.20(b)] is constant within the error of the curve fitting in Fig. 3.8,
indicating the same for the lhs of Eq. 3.20(b). The values for [(𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 )𝑛∆𝑚] are listed in
Table (3.2) and may be interpreted through the work of Aifantis and Willis [27, 28] who
introduced (phenomenologically) a specific interface parameter that characterizes the grain
boundary strength and is termed a, 𝛾, or 𝜉 with units of Pa/m2 or N/m. In a recent study
[18], the value of 𝜉 was deduced by directly relating remote nanoindentation [Fig. 3.1(a)]
data for grain boundaries in Fe– 3wt% Si. The values found for the Fe–3wt% Si 𝜉 were
291–400 N/m, depending on the grain boundary type. Although the same order, as
described in Table 3.2, a one to one comparison is difficult because the difference in alloy
content and indentation geometry.
It should be noted that in interfacial gradient plasticity the interface parameter (𝜉)
is introduced within a mechanical interface energy Φ, which is a function of the plastic
strain on the GB. Letting 𝜉 = (𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 )𝑛∆𝑚 would then imply that

Φ=

𝛽
𝐻𝑜 2 𝑙1
𝑏 (( ) ) 𝑛∆𝑚
2
𝛽 𝑏

where Ho/b is the indentation plastic strain for very large h. Such a quadratic
dependence of Φ on the square of the plastic strain was postulated for a grain boundary
that begins deforming simultaneously as the adjacent grain [62], which is in fact the case
in the present indentation experiments. Reports on these types of boundary energy
dissipation terms have increased in development and application since the inception in a
series of papers by Aifantis and Willis [62]. However, this appears to be the first instance,
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where a boundary dissipation term has been considered for the Ashby grain boundary
deformation mechanism.
The comparison of Eq. (3.18) and (3.19) with Eq. (3.3), (3.4), and (3.8) allows us
to close the loop on the arguments developed herein. The exponential dependence of plastic
strain and dislocation density utilized in these equations is seen to be consistent with a
solution based on the Marguerre function in Eq. [3.C(3a)]. Similarly, to determine the
average equivalent stress under the indenter, the exponential decay of flow stress from the
grain boundary position at y = 0 must be integrated, analogous to integrating the spatial
variation (exponential decay) of dislocation density in Eq. (3.8). Finally, the solution to Eq.
(3.16) in Appendix 3.C gives the plastic strain gradient at the grain boundary, proportional
to the GND density, as

𝐻𝑜 ∆𝑚

|∇𝜀̅𝑝 |𝑦=0 ∝ |

𝛽𝐿

|

(3.21)

where it is reiterated that L can be considered proportional to h. Note that 𝐻𝑜 = 𝛽𝜀̅𝑝 |Δ𝑚=0
and then Eq. (3.21) is consistent with Eq. (3.3), (3.4), (3.8), (3.12), and (3.15). The
continuum SGP solution [Eq. (3.18)] does suggest that both the plastic strain and the strain
gradient magnitude will increase at the grain boundary, indicating the grain boundary will
be “harder” than the adjacent material for β > 0. The local increase in plastic strain and
plastic strain gradient magnitude, and thus dislocation density, at the grain boundary is also
explicit in the integral kernel showing exponential decay of dislocation density in Eq. (3.3)
and (3.8). However, the physical origin is only explicit in the continuum SGP solution and
may be identified as the boundary condition of Eq. [3.C(7b)]. The “uniform” imposed
plastic displacement at the surface–grain boundary intersection in Eq. [3.C(7b)] is
reminiscent of the parallel loading for polycrystalline materials, as originally envisioned
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by Taylor [19], while the spatial variation in plastic strain is suggestive of the
polycrystalline deformation process conceptualized by Sachs [63]. To support the result of
spatial variation in stress and plastic strain (dislocation density), it is recalled that the
experimental work of Vachhani [20] does show local grain boundary hardening occurs in
deformed Al (as measured post yield), and this is consistent with the concept that the total
dislocation density is increased there.

3.5 CONCLUSION
The extrinsic ISE for preexisting, one- and two-dimensional deformation gradients is
rationalized through an extension of the Nix–Gao [1] integral averaging approach of
dislocation densities to allow for explicit consideration of the dimensionality of the
dislocation density distribution. This approach can be applied to the extrinsic ISE observed
for local indentation of grain boundaries in Fe and carbon-doped Fe. Even though the
extrinsic ISE due to the grain boundary can be modeled as a one-dimensional deformation
gradient using this approach, the underlying mechanism causing the increase in grain
boundary hardening could not be explicitly addressed. However, utilizing the Ashby [3]
theory of grain boundary GND, a simple application of a continuum SGP model [58] is
found to be qualitatively consistent with the integral kernel constructed for the dislocation
distribution in the vicinity of a deformed grain boundary. Particularly, it was possible to
interpret the interface parameter 𝜉 (which has been introduced within interfacial gradient
plasticity) as being equal to the product of the hardness of the GND free grain, the Δm, and
the internal length. The simple continuum SGP analysis employed here also reveals the
structure of the plasticity distribution at the grain boundary, suggesting that both the plastic
strain and plastic strain gradient increase there. This continuum SGP result is consistent
with previously published, independent experimental [20] and theoretical [48] analyses.
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Appendix 3.A. Linearization of the Taylor Hardening flow stress relation.
This paper focusses on the correlation of ISE with indentation depth-dependent dislocation
density through the Taylor hardening flow rule. Ashby [3] has suggested that the plastic
(in) compatibility at the grain boundary may be correlated with an increase in density of
GNDs there, then leading to an increase in hardening due to the Taylor hardening
mechanism [38]. GNDs were correlated to the gradient in plastic strain by Ashby in 1970
[3] and as such was part of the origination of SGP theories, which proliferate the literature
50 years later. The continuum models of SGP do have a linearized form that have been
used successfully to develop analytical approaches to aid in the physical interpretation of
deformation phenomenon [49]. Given the focus on the Taylor hardening mechanism in this
work, it is of interest and a necessity to relate the mechanistic Taylor dislocation hardening
relation to this linear, relatively transparent continuum SGP analysis. The first step in such
an analysis is to examine under what conditions the Taylor strengthening equation, upon
which Eq. (3.1) – (3.8) are based, can be consistent with the linear continuum SGP flow
rule. This particular issue relating Taylor flow theory with a continuum SGP model has
been discussed previously [64], although using an approach different from that pursued
here. We attempt here to relate an SGP linear flow stress model to the Taylor flow rule by
relating the plastic strain and plastic strain gradient to the dislocation density as follows:

𝑑

σ(x) = β [𝜀𝑝 + 𝑙 (𝑑𝑥 𝜀𝑝 )] ≅ βb√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 (𝑥) + 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 (𝑥)

(3.A(1))

where σ(x) is a position-dependent flow stress, β is the hardening modulus, 𝜀𝑝 is the plastic
strain, l is a characteristic length, and x is the position variable. Equation [3.A(1)] is
rewritten by defining 𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷 as the volume averaged SSD dislocation density and 𝛥𝑆𝑆𝐷 (x) as
the variation in the SSD dislocation density about the average:
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σ(x) = βb√𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷 + ∆𝑆𝑆𝐷 (𝑥) + 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 (𝑥)

(3.A(2))

Relating Eq. [3.A(2)] to indentation, 𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 is the average dislocation density for indentation
in the grain interior and is not a function of position(x). A pyramid, wedge, or spherical tip
would develop position-dependent dislocation densities due to the indenter geometry [1].
The presence of a grain boundary in the indentation volume is also considered here to
introduce spatial variations in dislocation density. Equation [3.A(2)] is approximated to
Eq. [3.A(3)] through the sequential Taylor series on the smaller terms, 𝛥𝑆𝑆𝐷 (x) and
𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 (x), and compared with the linear SGP flow stress rule in Eq. [3.A(1)]

𝑑

1

[∆𝑆𝑆𝐷 (𝑥) + 𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 (𝑥)]}
β [𝜀𝑝 + 𝑙 (𝑑𝑥 𝜀𝑝 )] = βb {√𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷 + 2√𝜌
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.A(3))

The comparison of the lhs and rhs of Eq. [3.A(3)] is carried out by noting the Orowan
equation:

𝜀𝑝 = 𝜌𝑏𝑋 = 𝜌𝑏

1

∆

√𝜌

(𝑥)

𝑆𝑆𝐷
~ [√̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 + 2√𝜌
]
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.A(4))

where X is the slip length, which can be taken as the dislocation spacing. To correlate the
plastic strain as defined in Eq. [3.A(4)] with Eq. [3.A(1)], it is necessary to take the
derivative of the plastic strain. Given Eq. [3.A(4)] and the well-known relation [3],
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𝑑
𝜀
𝑑𝑥 𝑝

𝑑

∆

(𝑥)

𝑆𝑆𝐷
= 𝑏𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 ~𝑏 𝑑𝑥 [2√𝜌
]
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(3.A(5))

𝑆𝑆𝐷

Then, it is possible to rewrite Eq. [3.A(1)] to first order in small terms using Eq. [3.A.(4)]
and [3.A(5)]:

𝑑

∆

(𝑥)

𝑆𝑆𝐷
σ(x) = β [𝜀𝑝 + 𝑙 (𝑑𝑥 𝜀𝑝 )] ~βb [√̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 + 2√𝜌
+ 𝑙𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 (𝑥)]
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.A(6))

where l is defined through Eq. [3.A(3)] and [3.A(6)] as 1/2 the average dislocation spacing:

1

𝑙 = 2√𝜌̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑆𝐷

(3.A(7))

The error involved in the analysis leading to Eq. [3.A(6)] and [3.A(7)] may be determined
by Eq. [3.A(8)]. It may be seen in Fig. 3.A(1) that the error is less than 6% when the
averaged dislocation density ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷 = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷 = 1018 m2. This sacrifice in precision is required
for a transparent analysis of the observed phenomena. As support for the overall result
developed in Eq. [3.A(1) – 3.A(7)], the definition of the length scale in Eq. [3.A(7)] is seen
to be consistent with the conclusions of Evans and Hutchinson [59] obtained by attempting
to relate the plastic dissipation term for the linear flow rule to the Taylor hardening
expression. Physically, Eq. [3.A(6) and 3.A(7)] is describing the contribution that the
“extra” dislocation from the spatial variation in plastic strain will make toward the total
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dislocation hardening, so that for small 𝑙, the contribution for a given deformation gradient
to the total hardening will be limited. This is a direct consequence of the additive
formulation for the different dislocation densities in Eq. [3.A(2)]. However, this physical
description does not take into account that the deformation gradient magnitude may
increase with a decrease in the slip length, 𝑙, depending on the boundary conditions.

Figure 3.A.1. Percent error in Eq. (3.A(6)) when compared to Eq. (3.A(1)). The error is
less than 1% when 𝜌𝑔𝑏 = 0.1𝜌𝐴 and is ~6% at 𝜌𝑔𝑏 = 𝜌𝐴 = 1018 m-2.

%𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = (1 −

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅+𝜌
√𝜌
𝑆𝑆𝐷 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐺𝑁𝐷
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌
𝐺𝑁𝐷
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅+
√𝜌
𝑆𝑆𝐷
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷
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) × 100

(3.A(8))

Note that the integration of ΔSSD(x) is required to be null, as this is the deviation about the
average SSD dislocation density. This completes the analysis demonstrating under what
conditions the Taylor hardening law is consistent with the linear SGP flow rule when the
spatial variation of the dislocation density in general is less than or equal to the average
indentation dislocation density. Connecting this analysis with Eq. (3.2) – (3.4) is of
considerable interest as well. Using the sequential Taylor series again for Eq. (3.4a) gives

𝐻𝑜 √1 +

∗
ℎ∗ +ℎ𝑔𝑏

𝑓3 ℎ

ℎ∗

∗
ℎ𝑔𝑏

≅ 𝐻𝑜 (1 + 2𝑓3 ℎ + 2𝑓3 ℎ)

(3.A(9))

For intrinsic ISE, comparison of Eq. [3.A(9) and 3.A(7)] confirms the Evans et al. analysis
[59] that 𝑙 ∝ 

1
√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷

1

and that ℎ∗  ∝  (𝑏𝜌̅̅̅̅̅̅̅) and that the two length scales are not equivalent.
𝑆𝑆𝐷
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Appendix 3.B. Consideration of the limiting case for the Schmid factor
term, Δm.
The Schmid factor term, Δm =

𝑚1 −𝑚1
𝑚1 𝑚2

, defined in Eq. (3.13) is difficult to analytically

determine for Berkovich nanoindentation as the resulting stress tensor is multidimensional
and, in particular, non-uniform. However, it is possible to consider a limiting case for an
effective Δm. There are statistically significant hardness differences between the grain
surfaces [Table 3.B(1)], and we take the softest of the observed grain to have an effective
Schmid factor of 0.5. The hardness difference between the softest grain and the other grains
is then attributed to a difference in the Berkovich effective Schmid factor through the
relations Eq. (3.B(1)) and (3.B(2)). The analysis can be taken a step further by noting that
there is a correlation between the adjacent grain hardness difference in Fig. 3.B(1) and the
increase in grain boundary hardness relative to the average of the adjacent grain hardness
or relative to the hardness of the hardest grain. Not only does this limiting case analysis
provide a range of Δm values for examination of curve fitting results but also provides an
additional qualitative test for the proposed concept that the hardening due to local
indentation of the grain boundary is related to the Ashby plastic incompatibility argument.
The results of these measurements are shown in Table 3.B(1). The limiting case values for
Δm that result from the differences in grain hardness [from Eq. 3.B(2)] are shown in Fig.
3.B2(a). In Fig. 3.B2(b), the trend of an increase in grain boundary hardness with increasing
Δm is demonstrated (relative to the average grain hardness).

1

𝐻∝𝜎∝𝑚

𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 ×
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(3.B(1))

𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛(𝑖)

(3.B(2))

Figure 3.B(2) offers some support for the idea that plastic incompatibility at the grain
boundary, as described by Ashby [3], is the root cause of the experimental observations in
Fig. 3.7. According to the Ashby theory, the GND dislocation density and plastic strain
should increase as Δm increases, and this is indeed the trend of increasing hardness with
increasing Δm observed in Fig. 3.B2(b).
This range in Δm considered in Fig. 3.B(2) does allow for the further interpretation of Eq.
(3.8) and subsequently Eq. (3.5) using the Ashby boundary condition, Eq. (3.10), 𝛾 = 𝛾1 −
𝛾2 = 𝜀𝑝 × ∆𝑚 such that

𝛾
1−𝑒−𝑛
𝑏𝑓(
)
𝑛

=

𝜀𝑝 Δm
1−𝑒−𝑛
𝑏𝑓(
)
𝑛

= 4.5 × 108 𝑚−1

(3.B(3))

Taking the usual characteristic strain for Berkovich indentation as 𝜀𝑝 ~ 0.1, Δm ~ 0.3 from
Fig. 3.B(2), and f ~ 2.0 to 3.2 from the Eq. (3.5) Hall–Petch coefficient gives from Eq.
[3.B(3)] that n ~ 0.2 to 0.45. The relatively small value of n and f found here would suggest
that the plastic zone due to the grain boundary deformation is localized at the grain
boundary but relatively uniform, consistent with the measurements of Vachhani [20] and
the analysis of Evers et al. [48]. It is also noted that this value of f suggesting grain
boundary plastic zone localization [f ~ 1/tan(θ)] would be specific to the Ashby mechanism
caused by the local grain boundary indentation geometry described in this paper, as
opposed to the value of f from considerations of remote indentation extrinsic ISE [22] or
considerations of the intrinsic ISE [61] as these other ISE are attributed to different
deformation processes.
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Figure 3.B.1. Representative Nix-Gao plots for comparing grain boundary chopping
indentation (green) with adjacent grain interior (black and orange) for (a) GB1, (b) GB2,
(c) GB3, (d) GB4.
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Figure 3.B.2. Correlating difference in hardness of adjacent grains (delta H) with the
limiting case for (Δm) Eq. 3.B(2). (b) Correlating difference in hardness between grain
boundary and harder adjacent grain interior (delta GH) with estimated (Δm).

Δm =

𝒎𝟏 −𝒎𝟏

Grain boundary

m (right grain)

m (left grain)

GB1

0.38

0.40

0.131

GB2

0.43

0.50

0.325

GB3

0.42

0.50

0.380

GB4

0.40

0.37

0.200

Table 3.B.1. Limiting case analysis for the effective Schmid factor.
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𝒎𝟏 𝒎𝟐

Appendix 3.C. Continuum SGP Approximation.
The purpose of this appendix is to examine the sources of error associated with substitution
of a proposed plastic strain field into an SGP flow rule to estimate the resulting equivalent
stress. Certainly, the simple substitution approach has been done previously by other
investigators, specifically Wei et al. [58] and Stoelken et al. [65]. It should also be noted
even the more involved plastic potential minimization approach has been utilized by
presupposing the general form of the displacement field, where the coefficients are then
determined to satisfy the boundary conditions and to minimize the potential [66]. The
formulation of the SGP continuum analysis adapted to the linear analysis pursued here was
recently described by Wei et al. [58], who defined a general form for the continuum SGP
equivalent stress as

𝑞

⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 . ∇
⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 ] + 𝑙2 ∇2 𝜀̅𝑝 )
𝜎𝑒 = 𝛽 (𝜀̅𝑝 + 𝑙1 [∇

(3.C(1a))

where we take the characteristic length l2 = 0 and the exponent q = 1/2, as represented by
Eq. [3.A(1) and 3.A(3)]. The equivalent stress and plastic strain measures are defined
3

3

𝑝 𝑝
as𝜎𝑒 = √(2) 𝑠𝑖𝑗 𝑠𝑖𝑗 and 𝜀̅𝑝 = √(2) 𝜀𝑖𝑗
𝜀𝑖𝑗 , where 𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the deviatoric stress component and
𝑝
𝜀𝑖𝑗
is a component of the plastic stress tensor. The equivalent stress, 𝜎𝑒 , is then a function

⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 . ⃗∇𝜀̅𝑝 ) as utilized in Eq. (3.C(1)). Here, we
and the magnitude of the gradient squared (∇
will consider a two-dimensional, plastic strain field based on a displacement potential
1/2

⃗ 𝜀̅𝑝 . ⃗∇𝜀̅𝑝 )
satisfying the biharmonic partial differential equation, so that(∇
1

(2)(|∇𝑥 𝜀̅𝑝 | + |∇𝑦 𝜀̅𝑝 |). Thus, Eq. (3.C(1a)) can be rewritten as follows:
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=

𝜎𝑒 = 𝛽 (𝜀̅𝑝 +

𝑙1
2

|∇𝑥 𝜀̅𝑝 | + |∇𝑦 𝜀̅𝑝 |)

(3.C(1b))

The simplest approach [58, 65], but not the most accurate, would be to substitute a plastic
strain field that satisfied all boundary, compatibility, and equilibrium conditions directly
into Eq. [3.C(1b)] to determine the equivalent stress. The error in the simple approach
arises from a neglect of the elastic strains, essentially assuming that all strains are plastic.
The error here can be estimated by following [67], taking the general expression for an
elastic–plastic solid in the plastic zone (small strain) as

3

3

𝑠

𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 2𝐸 𝑠̇𝑖𝑗 + 2 𝜀̇𝑝 𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝑒

(3.C(2))

With 𝜀𝑖𝑗 as the total strain tensor. The boundary conditions of the displacements and strains
due to the indentation of the grain boundary will be prescribed, from which the total strain
tensor can be determined using the Marguerre displacement function with v = 1/2 for
plastic deformation. In this manner, the compatibility conditions relating displacement and
strain will be satisfied, along with the conditions for stress component equilibrium. A
compressive plastic displacement of magnitude h will be applied to the surface parallel the
x axis, with the surface height at/(2ω), to cause plastic displacements at the grain boundary
lying on the xz plane at y = 0 in accordance with the Ashby model [Eq. (3.15)] [3]. The
simplest, relevant displacement potential that will satisfy the boundary, compatibility, and
equilibrium conditions is then proposed as:

Ψ = 𝐴𝑥 2 𝑦 + 𝐵𝑒 −𝜔𝑦 sin(𝜔𝑦)
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(3.C(3a))

where A and B are integration constants and x is a spatial frequency, all to be determined
by boundary conditions. The coefficient, A, in Eq. [3.C(3a)] can be considered to represent
the intrinsic aspect of the indentation, while the coefficient, B, represents the extrinsic
effect of the grain boundary. Equation [3.C(3a)] may be used to obtain an approximate
value for the total strain tensor components, 𝜀𝑖𝑗 , as

4

1

𝜀𝑥𝑥 = 3 (−∇𝑥𝑥𝑦 Ψ + 2 ∇𝑦𝑦𝑦 Ψ)

4 5

𝜀𝑦𝑦 = 3 (2 ∇𝑥𝑥𝑦 Ψ + ∇𝑦𝑦𝑦 Ψ)

4

1

𝜀𝑥𝑦 = 3 (∇𝑥𝑥𝑥 Ψ + 2 ∇𝑥𝑦𝑦 Ψ)

(3.C(3b))

(3.C(3c))

(3.C(3d))

To zero order in Bω3, the approximate relation -2.5sxx ~ syy will hold if the elastic (and
plastic) strains are proportional to the total strains, giving σe ~ 3.3 |sxx|. This relation allows
for the substitution of σe for sxx in Eq. (3.C(2)), which then gives the x total strain tensor
component as

1 𝜎𝑒

−𝜀𝑥𝑥 ~ − (
2
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𝐸

+ 𝜀𝑝 )

(3.C(4))

Further substitution of Eq. (3.C(1b)) for re and Eq. (3.C(3b)) for 𝜀𝑥𝑥 in Eq. (3.C(4)) gives
a linear, first-order partial differential equation similar to that presented in the appendices
of Evans et al. [59] for lower order theory. The linear, first-order partial differential
𝛽

equation obtained from Eq. (3.C(4)) has a solution to zero order in (𝐸 ) as

𝜀̅𝑝 = 2|𝜀𝑥𝑥 | + 𝐶1 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)

(3.C(5))

where C1 is an integration constant and the function f(x,y) exponentially decays in the x
direction with length scale, l. This integration constant, C1, could be used to “correct” any
nonphysical boundary condition resulting for the higher order (gradient induced) stress,
such as setting free surface tractions resulting from gradient terms to null value. However,
the proposed model has no free surfaces; therefore, C1 is taken to be zero. We also note the
full solution to Eq. (3.C(1)) is of particular interest, because it introduces a mathematically
rich environment for physical analyses, but the full solution not considered further in this
paper. Simply put, the Eq. (3.C(1)) solution with relative error [1 −

1
𝛽 ∆𝑚𝐻𝑜
1+ +
𝐸
𝛽

] gives the

plastic strain measure as proportional to the x-component of the imposed total strain tensor
components. As such,

𝜀̅𝑝 = 4𝐴 + 3𝐵𝜔3 sin(𝜔𝑥) exp(−𝜔𝑦)

(3.C(6))

This is essentially the same simplified approach utilized by Stoelken et al. [65] and Engelen
[67], where the plastic strain measure is proportional to a component of the total strain
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tensor. The solution for the individual strain tensor components is considered for y > 0.
The solution for y < 0 could also be written in the form of Eq. (3.C(2)) and, thus, mirror
the y > 0 solution with a change in sign of the exponential argument. This interpretation of
the solution could allow the normal components of plastic strain to be continuous, but not
differentiable, across the grain boundary.
The variables A, B, and ω can be determined from the boundary conditions expressed by
Eq. [3.C(7a) – 3.C(7c)]. Equation (3.C(7a)) is the rendition of Eq. (3.15) for the twodimensional plastic strain measure, where the subscript B = 0 on the lhs refers to the plastic
strain measure that would occur without the grain boundary present:

𝜀𝑝,𝐵=0
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

∆𝑚
𝐿

= ∇𝜀̅𝑝 |𝑦=0

(3.C(7a))

and the trigonometric terms in Eq. (3.C(7a) are averaged over the length 𝜋/(2ω). Equation
(3.C(7b)) specifies that the plastic displacement at the surface is controlled by the geometry
of the indenter, which is uniform in this simple model. Although simplistic in presentation,
this boundary condition results in the sine function dependence for ψ in Eq. (3.C(3a)); thus,
there is no y dependence on the plastic displacement along the surface (x = 𝜋/(2ω) due to
the grain boundary:

𝑢𝑥 |𝑥=𝜋/2𝜔 = −ℎ
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(3.C(7b))

The boundary condition in Eq. (3.C(7c)) guarantees that H will not show a grain boundary
or a size effect when the grain boundary is not present (Δm = 0) and/or h becomes very
large:

𝛽𝜀̅𝑝 |𝑥= 𝜋 ,∆𝑚=0 = 𝐻𝑜

(3.C(7c))

2𝜔

where the exponential terms in Eq. (3.C(7c)) are averaged over the length 𝜋/(2ω).
The stress contribution from the grain boundary due to the averaged equivalent stress at
the surface is then obtained from Eq. [3.C(1) – (3.C(7)] by averaging the exponential y
dependent term over the length 𝜋/(2ω) to give the stress contribution due to the coefficient
3.B and the extrinsic ISE as

[𝜎
̅̅̅̅|
𝑔𝑏 𝑥= 𝜋 ]
2𝜔

0.12𝑛𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 Δm

=(

ℎ

𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

) + 0.02𝑛𝛽Δm

(3.C(8))

where L = h/n. Equation (3.C(8)) has an inverse h dependence and, thus, describes the
extrinsic ISE. Drawing from the concepts leading to Eq. (3.A(8)), the total stress from the
addition of the intrinsic and extrinsic components of the deformation is then used to
estimate H:

ℎ∗

𝐻 = [𝐻𝑜 (1 + 2𝑓3 ℎ)]

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐
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+ [𝜎
̅̅̅̅|
𝑔𝑏 𝑥= 𝜋 ]
2𝜔

(3.C(9))
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

As a final examination of physical validity, we follow the transparent (but highly
approximate) demonstration of strain gradient effects in Ref. [59]. To develop this physical
picture of the Ashby mechanism within the context of SGP, Eq. (3.12) – (3.15) are
examined in terms the plastic strain and plastic strain gradient, which develops on the grain
boundary due to the indentation process. From Eq. (3.12),

𝜀𝑝(𝑔𝑏) =

𝑢(𝑔𝑏)
ℎ

𝐻

= ( 𝛽𝑜 ) ∆𝑚

(3.C(10))

And Eq. (3.12) with Eq. (3.15) is rewritten as follows:

𝑑

𝜀
=
𝑑𝑥 𝑝(𝑔𝑏)

𝑢(𝑔𝑏)
ℎ2

𝐻

= (𝛽ℎ𝑜 ) ∆𝑚

(3.C(11))

For a one-dimensional gradient plasticity, linear flow rule, Eq. (3.A(1)), Eq. (3.C(10)), and
(3.C(11)) may be rewritten as an estimate of the contribution of the grain boundary to the
equivalent stress

𝐻

𝐻

𝜎𝑝(𝑔𝑏) = 𝛽∆𝑚 ( 𝛽𝑜 + 𝑙 𝛽ℎ𝑜 )

(3.C(12))

which has the same general form as Eq. (3.C(8)). Finally, writing Eq. (3.C(12)) in the form
of Eq. [3.A(1) – 3.A(7)] for the Taylor flow stress relates the mechanical behavior to the
dislocation density.
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𝐻

𝛽𝑏

𝜎𝑝(𝑔𝑏) = 𝛽𝑏∆𝑚 (𝛽𝑏𝑜 + 2𝐻

𝐻𝑜

2
𝑜 𝛽𝑏 ℎ

) = 𝛽𝑏 (√̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝑔𝑏 +
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̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌𝐺𝑁𝐷(𝑔𝑏)
2√𝜌𝑆𝑆𝐷

)

(3.C(13))

Appendix 3.D. Reprint Copywrite Permission
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CHAPTER 4: INDENTATION STRAIN RATE STUDY OF GRAIN
BOUNDARY CHEMISTRY EFFECTS
To be submitted for publication

4.1 ABSTRACT:
The indentation strain rate dependent hardness was utilized to interrogate
hypotheses associated with the grain boundary strengthening through indentation-based
hardness relaxation tests performed using two unique indentation geometries in pure iron
and carbon doped iron. Grain boundary Indentations were performed at different strain
rates on 4 specific boundaries with and without carbon, using remote and local indentation
geometries, to understand a role of solute segregation in local plastic deformation at the
grain boundary. The physical models, presented by Schoeck & Gibbs and Evans & Kocks
used in conjunction with the Johnson-Cook parametric model facilitated determination of
physical parameters such as activation energy, activation volume, athermal stress (or
internal stress), as they relate to the grain boundary hardening mechanism. It was shown
that in case of remote indentations, as proposed by the pile-up theory, solute segregation
plays a critical role in enhancing the grain boundary strength against indentation strain
whereas in case of local GB indentation the carbon segregation effect on hardness was
statistically insignificant. The lack of a grain boundary chemistry effect for local
deformation is rationalized through the Taylor-Ashby model, which is based on grain
boundary crystallography (geometry) which is unaffected by carbon doping.
Further modified Johnson-Cook approach is presented to probe grain boundary
pop-in events. The approach enables examination of the grain boundary chemistry effects
through determination of back-stress variation on the onset of displacement burst event.
The results suggested that the kinetics of grain boundary pop-in was influenced by the
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presence of carbon segregation at the grain boundary manifested through higher drop in
athermal stress associated with carbon doped grain boundary.
4.2 INTRODUCTION
4.2.1 Background:
It was the Hall-Petch theory [1-2] that related strength of materials with the grain
size through following equation:
1

𝜎 = 𝜎𝑜 + 𝑘. 𝑑−2

(4.1)

Where, 𝜎𝑜 - friction stress, 𝑘- Hall-Petch coefficient, 𝑑- grain size or grain diameter

According to this theory, materials become stronger as their grain size decreases.
This observation based on the experimental evidences can be extrapolated to suggest that
grain boundary appears to play a key role in strength of metals and alloys.
In the decades following the proposal of the Hall-Petch strength-grain size
relationship, research was focused on development of various strengthening mechanisms
and models to explain contribution of grain boundary in materials strengthening. Some of
the notable works include:
1. Hall-Petch dislocation pile-up model [1, 2]
2. Taylor-Ashby strain gradient plasticity or work hardening model [3]
3. Grain boundary layer theory [4]
4. Grain boundary source theory [5, 6]
While some of these models are highly accepted, all of them had a limited success
wherein not all of the experimental observations could be explained with the help of a
single theory or model. Some of the challenges presented in these theories are noted below:
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1. Although dislocation pile up at the grain boundary forms a foundation of Hall-Petch
dislocation pile up model or grain boundary source model presented by Li, there is
no success in experimental observation of such dislocation pile-up.
2. Some of these models don’t consider effect of strain rates on the grain boundary
mechanical properties.
But the most common and a key drawback of all these models is:
3. An inadequacy in explaining a role of solute segregation during deformation
process. The most accepted ideas related to the grain boundary strengthening
emphasis on factors such as mismatch of slip geometry or plastic displacement
inhomogeneity across the grain boundary [1, 7-9]. However, alloying does not
obviously affect the slip geometry across the grain boundary.
The Hall-Petch relationship has been studied for wide ranging metals and alloys,
traditionally using bulk testing approach, with alloys such as Mild steel, CopperAluminum, Copper-Zinc-Nickel systems [10-13] all showing large increase in the HallPetch slope as compared to pure metals. This has also been shown to be the case for
application of recently developed nanoindentation based approaches (Iron-Carbon, IronNitrogen, Iron-Phosphorous) [14-18]. From all of these studies, it can be noted that the
Hall-Petch coefficient is strongly influenced by the alloying element concentration
(tabulated in table 4.1 and table 4.2). The most notable example is of pure iron and carbon
doped iron, where a very small quantity of carbon doping appears to influence Hall-Petch
coefficient of the Fe-C alloy indicating associated increase in strength of the material. It
was Armstrong who first compiled various reports related to the role of alloying element
effects on Hall-Petch coefficients, who also postulated that the grain boundary segregation
results in solute pinning of dislocations in the grain boundary vicinity.
The objective of the work presented in this chapter is to study grain boundary
strengthening associated with the carbon doping in pure iron using nanoindentations.
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Metal/Alloy

K (Mpa.um-1/2)

Fe

114

Fe - (30ppm) C

358

Fe – (60ppm) C

516

Fe – (30ppm) N

220

Fe – (60ppm) N

212

P (0) - Steel

150

P (1000) - Steel

100

C (60) Steel

550

C (60) - P (1000) Steel

270

Table 4.1. Compilation of Hall-Petch coefficients reported for pure metals and alloys,
reported in literature based on nanoindentation testing approach. [14-18]
Metal/alloy

K (MN.m-3/2)

Mild Steel 0.06% C

0.66

Mild Steel 0.12% C

0.74

Mild Steel 0.15% C

0.79

Copper

0.12

Cu- 4 at.% Al

0.23

Cu- 8 at.% Al

0.43

Cu- 20 at.% Zn

0.24

Cu- 30 at.% Zn

0.31

Cu-12.5 Ni-12.5 Zn

0.26

Cu- 29 Ni- 29 Zn

0.58
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Table 4.2. Compilation of Hall-Petch coefficients reported for pure metals and alloys,
reported in literature based on bulk sample testing approach. [10-13]

technique. Although there have been many studies comparing tensile test results and/ or
nano-indentation of grain boundaries in pure Fe and mild steel [10-18], this study offers
the novel approach of comparing indentation geometry, and strain rate hardening of
specific grain boundaries with and without carbon doping.
Unraveling the role of grain boundary in strengthening mechanism has long been
an attractive and challenging topic of research for the materials engineering community
committed to utilizing micron scale mechanisms to interpret macroscopic mechanical
behavior. The development of nano-indentation technique has opened an avenue to further
overcome challenges of interpretating bulk sample tests, such as tensile tests, using micromechanical mechanisms. Bulk mechanical testing of polycrystalline samples evaluates the
contributions of many grain boundaries at the same time. Nanoindentation deforms a
relatively small volume of material and can thus isolate and evaluate contribution of
various individual microstructural features by comparing the local mechanical response of
grain interior vs grain boundary, pure vs doped grain boundary and by the analysis of the
local indentation strain rate effects. Although there have been many many recent nanoindentation based studies focused on the local mechanical behavior of grain boundaries
[19-29], the finding presented here offer some originality in that specific grain boundaries
are studied with and without solute additions, with two different indentations geometries
and including the grain boundary strain rate – hardness response. The strain rate-hardness
relationship is analyzed during constant load hardness relaxation experiments augmented
by the analysis of hardness variations with different constant loading rates. The
approach pursued in this paper seeks to examine the hypothesis of localized strengthening
of the grain boundary by element segregation using the local deformation technique of
nano-indentation.
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This work utilizes two specific indentation geometries, as depicted in the figure
(4.1). A description of the indentation geometry relative to the grain boundary, termed
‘local’ and remote’ has been introduced in chapter 3 [30]. The mechanical response of the
of the local geometry was proposed to correspond to the Ashby theory of grain boundary
hardening, while the remote geometry was suggested to exhibit a mechanical response
consistent with the Hall-Petch pile-up mechanism of initial yielding at the grain boundary.
It is important to note that the Johnson-Cook analysis presented in the result and discussion
section for the grain boundary indentations is specific to the remote indentation geometry.
The differences in grain boundary hardening behavior in the local and remote indentation
are addressed in chapter 3 and in the result and discussion section of this chapter. In the
result and discussion section a particular emphasis is given on the carbon doping effects
(or lack thereof) for the case of local indentation.
The literature on grain boundary indentation studies has mostly utilized the remote
indentation geometry to study local grain boundary hardening relative to its adjacent grain
interior. Most of these reports utilize presence or absence of the displacement burst events
observed during indentation loading stage, commonly referred to as pop-in events, to probe
grain boundary yielding phenomenon. When considering pop-in events, it is important to
note that there are reports of two distinct types of pop-in events reported in the literature
[21, 28, 29, 31]. During nanoindentation experiments in pure metals and alloys with defect
free surfaces, first of such pop-in is observed at relatively shallow indentation depths (<50
nm) and small applied load. These initial pop-ins are related to the dislocation nucleation
as materials transitions from purely elastic to elastic-plastic deformation [7, 21, 23, 28, 29,
31-34]. These pop-ins should not be confused with the grain boundary pop-in events, that
are observed only during nanoindentation experiments in the close vicinity of the grain
boundary. While research groups that have investigated the grain boundary pop-in events
propose different factors responsible for these events such as dislocation density, surface
roughness, solute segregation at the grain boundary, it is pre-dominantly believed to be
associated with the presence of interstitials
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. Backscatter channeling contrast image of (a) Local grain boundary indentation:
the indenter tip is positioned less than 0.5 micron from the grain boundary with the “wedge”
of indenter being perpendicular to the grain boundary plane, (b) Remote grain boundary
indentation: the indenter tip is positioned ~2 micron from the grain boundary and the flat
face of the indenter parallel to the boundary. [30]

elements in the vicinity of the grain boundary [29, 35]. Despite that, it is also important to
acknowledge that the grain boundary pop-in events are not limited to alloys but are also
observed in nanoindentation grain boundary studies on pure metals, as in this study.
While nanoindentation community has frequently utilized the ability to isolate and
probe local mechanical responses of grain boundaries in pure and doped conditions, the
previous studies have mainly focused on the analysis of the grain boundary pop-in events.
The examination of the hardness and the distance of the indentation from the grain
boundary at the point of the pop-in has limited these works to a measurement the grain
boundary ‘yield point’. In this paper, firstly authors acknowledge presence of grain
boundary pop-in events in pure iron as well as carbon doped iron. But as mentioned
previously, to investigate physical mechanism of grain boundary hardening this work
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primarily focuses on indentation stress relaxation tests at constant load performed at the
grain boundary and adjacent grain interior, in pure and carbon doped conditions.

4.2.2 Indentation Strain-Rate Hardness Analysis:
The strain rate analysis and stress relaxation tests, using a bulk testing approach,
are widely used to evaluate parameters (such as activation volume, athermal stress)
associated with the plastic deformation in metals and alloys, by studying applied stressstrain rate responses [36-42]. While such approach is well established in the metals/alloys
research and manufacturing world, authors note that utilization of indentation hardness
relaxation tests to study local grain boundary strengthening is attempted for the first time
through this work. In this work, the difference in the local and remote indentation is reexamined through the Johnson-Cook (JC) model interpretation of the constant load
hardness relaxation data with particular emphasis on the grain boundary chemistry affected
by carbon doping. The indentation experiments performed at the grain boundary and
adjacent grain interior of pure iron and carbon doped iron, are governed by the load-time
history, shown in figure (4.2).
The stress- strain rate responses from the stress relaxation tests are studies using
various models, such as Johnson-Cook model [43], MTS model [44], Zerilli-Armstrong
flow stress model [45]. All these models are parametric in nature and involve different
mathematical complexity. The Johnson-Cook model is a simplest mathematical model and
also widely adopted to study plastic deformation responses. This model is originally
presented as:
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Figure 4.2. Load-time history used for the nanoindentation experiments.

𝑛

𝜀𝑝̇

𝑇−𝑇𝑜

𝜎𝑦 = [𝐴 + 𝐵(𝜀𝑝 ) ] [1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑛 (𝜀 ̇ )] [1 − (𝑇

𝑚 −𝑇𝑜

𝑜

)]

(4.2)

To model the stress - strain rate response during nanoindentation stress relaxation
using the Johnson-Cook model, the hardness relaxation process in the constant load
segment produces a correlation between the stress and strain rate, as shown in the equation
(4.3(a)). From the room temperature indentation testing, (zero order in

𝑇
𝑇𝑚

) the time

dependent hardness (𝜎𝑡 ) within the iron hold segment may be interpreted by the JohnsonCook strain rate sensitivity model, given as:

𝜀̇

(𝜎𝑡 ) = (𝜎𝑜 + 𝛽𝜀𝑝 ) (1 + 𝐶𝑙𝑛 ( 𝑝 ))
𝜀̇
𝑜
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(4.3(a))

Where 𝜎𝑦 is the yield stress, 𝜀𝑝 is the plastic strain and 𝛽 is the hardening modulus. The
term (𝜎𝑦 + 𝛽𝜀𝑝 ) is the static stress, 𝜀𝑝̇ is the plastic strain rate and 𝐶 and 𝜀𝑜̇ have been
considered to be material constants. However, within the application of this model to the
nano-indentation results in this work, the 𝐶 and 𝜀𝑜̇ are found to depend on the local
microstructure and chemistry.
By rearranging equation (4.3(a)):

𝜀𝑝̇ = 𝜀𝑜̇ ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

𝜎(𝑡)−(𝜎𝑜 +𝛽𝜀𝑝 )
𝐶(𝜎𝑜 +𝛽𝜀𝑝 )

]

(4.3(b))

The term 𝜎𝑦 + 𝛽𝜀𝑝 has generally been considered to be the ‘athermal stress’, often
associated with internal stresses of defect interaction with length scale dependence greater
than the atomic length scale, such as Taylor hardening and dislocation pile ups.
The interpretation of the Berkovich indentation strain rate and constant load segment data
in terms of the Johnson-Cook model is facilitated by the approach proposed in [30].
Consistent with the Johnson-Cook analysis considered in [46], the approach is scaler and
describes measured ‘microscopic’ quantities. The scaler analysis of the indentation
hardness considers the time dependent plastic strain rate in terms and the time dependent
indentation depth ℎ(𝑡), through the expression:

𝜆

𝑡

𝜎(𝑡) = 𝐸 [𝜖𝑜 − ℎ(𝑡) ∫0 ℎ(𝜏) 𝜖𝑝̇ 𝑑𝜏]

(4.3(c))
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Where, 𝜖𝑜 is the Berkovich indentation characteristic strain and 𝜆 is a constant determined
by the boundary conditions that:

𝑡

𝑖𝑓 ∫0 ℎ(𝜏)(𝜖𝑝̇ ) 𝑑𝜏 = ℎ(𝑡), 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝜎(𝑡) = 0

(4.3(d))

Thus, determining that 𝜆 = 𝜖𝑜 . The characteristic strain, 𝜖𝑜 , is a consequence of the
Berkovich indentation geometric self-similarity, which refers to the fact that in a
homogeneous material at a particular strain rate, the hardness is (ideally) not a function of
indentation depth. Typically, the characteristic strain is considered to be 𝜖𝑜 ~0.1. Following
the analysis in [30], the plastic strain rate may be approximated as:

ℎ̇

𝜖𝑝̇ = ℎ (1 −

𝜎(𝑡)
𝐸 𝜖𝑜

)

(4.4(a))

The hold segment data for the relationship between ℎ̇/ℎ and 𝜎(𝑡) via curve fitting has the
form consistent with the Johnson-Cook model as

ℎ̇
ℎ

= 𝜖𝑜̇ exp (

𝜎(𝑡)−𝜎𝑜
𝐶 𝜎𝑜

)

(4.4(b))

Where 𝜎𝑜 is the athermal stress. Substitution of equation (4.4(b)) into equation
(4.4(a)) allows for a direct comparison between the Johnson-Cook model and the
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Berkovich indentation constant load (hold) stress relaxation segment. An example is given
in figure (4.3) where the fitting parameters relating equation (4.4(b)) to the experimental
measurements from the indentation test.
Though, the Johnson Cook strain dependence model is often referred to as 'nonphysical' as there is no a priori physical meaning given to the fitting parameters such as 𝜎𝑜 ,
𝜖𝑜̇ , 𝐶. However, it is noted below that there is a correlation between the Johnson-Cook
approach and the “physical” approach originally presented by G. Schoeck and G. Gibbs in
equation (4.5) [47-50].

Figure 4.3. A representative curve for strain rate vs hardness with the experimental data
and the Johnson-Cook model data.

𝜀𝑡̇ = 𝜀𝑜̇ ∗ exp [− [
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∆𝑔−(𝜎−𝜎𝑜 )
𝐾∗𝑇

]]

(4.5)

Further, the relation between 𝜎𝑜 and 𝐶 can be justified through the readings of A. G. Evans
and R. D. Rawlings [51]. Evans note that the strain rate dependence on the effective stress
is as given in the equation (4.6).

𝜀𝑡̇ = 𝜌. 𝑏. 𝑥. 𝜗𝑜 . cos(𝜃) . cos(∅) . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− [

∆𝑔−𝑉.(𝜎−𝜎𝑜 )
𝐾𝑇

]]

(4.6)

Where, V is the activation volume, ρ is the mobile dislocation density, b is the Burgers
vector, magnitude x is the slip length, and the trigonometric terms give the Schmid factor.
To correlated equation (4.6) with the Johnson-Cook approach provided in the equation
(4.5), if 𝜖𝑜̇ is written in terms of mobile dislocation density (ρ), Burger’s vector (b), glide
length (x), activation energy (Δg), as:

∆𝑔

𝜀𝑜̇ = 𝜌. 𝑏. 𝑥 . 𝜗𝑜 . cos(𝜃) . cos(∅) . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− [𝐾𝑇]]

(4.7)

Then,

𝜀𝑡̇ = 𝜀𝑜̇ . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [

𝑉(𝜎−𝜎𝑜 )
𝐾𝑇

𝜎

] = 𝜀𝑜̇ . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝜎 − 1]

(4.8)

𝑜

From the equation (4.8), the Johnson-Cook parameter C can be expressed using the
physical quantities, i.e. activation volume, V 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝜎𝑜 as:
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𝐾𝑇

𝐶 = 𝑉.𝜎

(4.9)

𝑜

Another widely used physical model presented by Kocks and Evans [51-52] is
utilized to understand dislocation dynamics through interaction with the obstacles such as
solute atoms. This model allows determination of critical stress (𝜏𝑐 ) i.e. stress required to
overcome energy barriers. Two physical models, Gibbs-Schnoeck model and Kocks-Evans
model originally present conflicting approached while addressing analytical theory of
strain rate sensitivity.

Johnson-Cook
Model (fitting
parameters)

Schoeck-Gibbs Model
Physical Interpretation

Evans-Kocks Model
Physical Interpretation

𝟏
𝝈
𝜺̇ 𝒕 = 𝜺̇ 𝒐 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [ ∗ ( − 𝟏)]
𝑪 𝝈𝒐

∆𝒈 − 𝑽(𝝈 − 𝝈𝒐 )
𝜺̇ 𝒕 = 𝝆𝒃𝒙𝝑𝒐 𝐞𝐱𝐩 [− (
)]
𝑲𝑻

𝜀̇𝑜

∆𝑔
𝜌𝑏𝑥𝜗𝑜 exp [− ( )]
𝐾𝑇

𝜀𝑜̇

𝐶

𝐾𝑇
𝑉𝜎𝑜

𝐾𝑇
𝐹

𝜎𝑜

𝜎𝑜

𝜎𝑜

𝜺𝒕̇ = 𝜺𝒐̇ ∗ 𝒆𝒙𝒑 [−

𝑭
𝝈 − 𝝈𝒐
∗ (𝟏 −
)]
𝑲𝑻
𝝉𝒄

Table 4.3. The Johnson-Cook parameters and their physical interpretation using SchoeckGibbs Model [47-50] and Evans-Kocks Model [51-52].

The difference in the exponential argument for the thermally activated dislocation
behavior between Schoeck-Gibbs and Evans-Kocks is related to the reference stress
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relationship to the applied stress. Schoeck-Gibbs uses a back-stress term, 𝜎𝑜 , to limit the
effect of the applied stress. This is the same stress that appears in the Johnson-Cook model
at minimum strain rate, 𝜀𝑝̇ = 𝜀𝑜̇ . Alternatively, Evans-Kocks uses a reference stress
corresponding to the critical stress, 𝜏𝑐 where no thermal activation is required to bypass an
obstacle of strength, F (Joules). Thus, Schoeck-Gibbs focus on a lower limit of stress to
drive the strain rate while Evans-Kocks examine an upper limit of the stress that can be
obtained by dislocations pushing through a certain type of obstacle. However, authors
propose that the critical stress associated with Evans-Kocks (EK) can be defined through
the Schoeck-Gibbs (SG) model, allowing an analysis to show that the EK and SG
approaches are equivalent while providing a chance that the critical stress can be defined
using experimentally measurable quantities.
The analysis starts by noting that the argument of the exponential term in the
Schoeck-Gibbs model for strain rate is:

−

∆𝑔

𝐾𝑇

+

𝑉
𝐾𝑇

. (𝜎 − 𝜎𝑜 )

(4.10)

And the argument of the exponential (in the simplest form) for the exponential in the
Evans-Kocks theory has the form [51-53]

𝐹

− 𝐾𝑇 . [1 −

𝜎−𝜎𝑜
𝜏𝑐

]

(4.11)

Where 𝜏𝑐 is the critical stress where the energy barrier to plastic deformation ‘disappears’,
i.e. the dislocation obstacle energy is overcome by the applied stress.
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There are certain parameter definitions which allows the convergence of the
Schoeck-Gibbs and Evans-Kocks theories. The convergence requires the condition that
when 𝜎 − 𝜎𝑜 = 0 then the SG and EK are equivalent, or that F = ∆𝑔. In addition, the
condition that the stress is high enough to overcome the activation barrier without thermal
activation must also be equivalent.
For Schoeck-Gibbs model, this critical stress is the solution to
−∆𝑔 + 𝑉(𝜎 − 𝜎𝑜 ) = 0

(4.12)

Or

𝜎=

∆𝑔+𝑉(𝜎𝑜 )

𝑉

(4.13)

For Evans-Kocks model,

∆𝑔

− 𝐾𝑇 . [1 −

𝜎−𝜎𝑜
𝜏𝑐

]=0

(4.14)

Or

𝜎 = 𝜏𝑐 + 𝜎𝑜

(4.15)

Setting 𝜎 from both models equal:

𝜏𝑐 =

∆𝑔
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𝑉

(4.16)

We note the importance of this result as the activation volume concept may now be
incorporated within the EK theory through an equivalence requirement with the SG
approach. To summarize, the equivalence of SG and EK determines that the obstacle
strength in the EK approach is the same as the activation energy in the SG analysis, and
the critical shear stress in the EK approach is the activation energy divided by the activation
volume, ∆𝑔/V.
As illustrated here, the Johnson-Cook model in conjunction with physical models
presented by Gibbs & Schoeck and Kocks & Evans are utilized in this work to investigate
local grain boundary mechanical behavior through stress-strain rate responses mainly
under constant load conditions, but also augmented by analysis of constant loading rate
variations.
The Johnson-Cook-EK-SG analysis is also applied (for the first time) to the analysis
of grain boundary pop-in events in pure and carbon doped iron. The modification the
Johnson-Cook model facilitates estimation of athermal stress as a function of depth during
pop-in event. Unlike stress relaxation test conducted at the constant load of 24mN for 60
sec duration, the grain boundary events are relatively rapid variations in strain rate,
occurring within a second or less. The requirement of constant load over stress-strain rate
response evaluation is fulfilled as the pop-in occurs within such a short period of time that
the load only changes by less than 1-2%, essentially giving a constant load during the event.
The following analysis presents the approach used for the athermal stress measurements
on the onset of displacement burst or pop-in:
1. Modified Johnson-Cook model to determine athermal stress as a function of depth:
The original Johnson-Cook model is implemented to study stress relaxation
response under a constant applied load. The grain boundary pop-in event represents a near
instantaneous drop in hardness, proposed to be a result of grain boundary yielding. As popin occurs at a particular critical load, the Johnson-Cook model is utilized to analyze
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hardness – strain rate response during a very short period at the onset of pop-in. The
analysis for athermal stress as a function of depth is presented below:
It is important to note that this analysis utilizes certain set of assumptions and
mainly serves as an illustration of difference in the athermal stress variation during grain
boundary pop-in, for indentations at the grain boundary in pure iron and carbon doped iron.
For the indentation that exhibits grain boundary pop-in during loading and to be
assessed using modified Johnson-Cook model, firstly the stress relaxation hardness – strain
rate response is analyzed using original Johnson-Cook approach. This analysis facilitates
determination of activation volume (V) and characteristic strain rate (𝜀𝑜̇ ).
The modified Johnson-Cook analysis assumes the activation volume (V) and
characteristic strain rate (𝜀𝑜̇ ) parameters from the stress relaxation during constant load
hold segment to be the relevant values to be used for modelling the pop-in event. This
assumption can be rationalized by the observation that the athermal stress values
determined in the constant load experiments drop significantly for the grain boundaries that
have ‘popped’ as compared to the grain boundaries that have not popped. This assumption
allows the determination of the pop-in event as a rapid reduction in athermal stress. By
rearranging original Johnson-Cook model as shown below, where hardness is taken to be
a function of depth:

𝐾𝑇

𝜀̇

𝜎𝑜 (ℎ) = 𝜎(ℎ) − ( 𝑉 ∗ ln (𝜀̇ ℎ ))
𝑜

(4.17)

This approach facilitates measurement of athermal stress as a function of depth, during
pop-in event, but it is a limiting case analysis as the only parameter considered to change
during the pop-in events is the athermal stress.
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4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS:
A high-purity (99.999%) iron sample (purchased from Goodfellow USA) 10mm
diameter rod in as drawn condition was cut into a thin disk of 4mm thickness. This disk
further underwent a carefully devised sample preparation process which includes steps
such as metallographic sample preparation, H2:Ar based grain growth heat treatment (> 40
hours at 800°C), ion-milling of polished surface, and annealing heat treatment (850°C).
More details about the sample preparation process are provided in the [30].

Figure 4.4. The EBSD based KAM and PQ data for annealed and deformed surface of
iron [30]
The Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) maps and Picture Quality (PQ) analysis
were obtained using an Oxford electron back scatter diffraction system interfaced with the
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FEI XL40 environmental scanning electron microscope, to ensure the sample is free of
sub-surface defects, as shown in figure (4.4). Additionally, the specimen was tested using
nanoindentation to examine shallow depth pop-in behavior which represents dislocation
nucleation in the low defect-density surface (refer figure (4.5)).

Figure 4.5. A representative load-depth plot with shallow depth pop-in, as a result of
dislocation nucleation [30].

The free surface and the grain boundary were examined in the pure iron as well as
carbon doped condition, to examine influence of chemistry on grain boundary indentation
results. The carbon doping method used during this work differs from the method presented
in the chapter 3, and is outlined below:
The carbon doping was carried out by vapor deposition of carbon onto the Fe
sample surface, followed by a drive-in heat treating in vacuum furnace. The vapor
deposition was carried out using the Cressington 208 HR high resolution sputter coater.
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The amount of carbon deposited was set to be about 15 nm thick. A polished brass standard
was used to approximate the carbon film thickness, using the method presented by [54].
The interference color produced on the brass surface upon carbon deposition during
sputtering process is used to approximately determine the carbon layer thickness, as shown
in the figure (4.6).
After carbon deposition is performed on a pure iron sample, followed by a drive-in
diffusion heat treatment at ~650oC for 3 hours, mathematical analysis is performed to study
carbon concentration profile beneath the surface. The Gibbs Adsorption Isotherm predicts
preferential segregation of solute atoms near grain boundary region compared to the grain
interior, by energy minimization principle. A grain boundary and volume diffusion study
performed in Fe-C system by [55] is utilized for understanding carbon distribution profile
upon drive-in diffusion process.

Figure 4.6. Interference color of carbon film and corresponding film thickness when
carbon deposition is performed on the standard brass substrate [54].
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Figure 4.7. A plot of volume diffusion coefficient vs temperature for C in α-iron [55]
Using Arrhenius diagram for carbon volume diffusion in iron [plotted based on
various experimental studies], 𝐷𝑣 = 5 ∗ 10−13 (m2s-1). This study utilized Whipple solution
to estimate grain boundary diffusion product, P given as:

𝐷

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝑐̅ −5/3

𝑃 = 𝑠𝛿𝐷𝑔𝑏 = 1.322 ∗ √ 𝑡𝑣 [− 𝜕𝑧 6/5 ]

Where 𝑠 – segregation factor (𝑠 =

𝑐𝑔𝑏
𝑐𝑣

(4.18)

) [56], 𝛿- grain boundary thickness = 0.5𝑛𝑚, 𝐷𝑔𝑏 -

grain boundary diffusion coefficient, 𝐷𝑣 – volume diffusion coefficient, t – time, 𝑧 – depth,
𝑐̅ – mean tracer concentration at a depth 𝑧.
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The grain boundary diffusion product P is plotted against temperature T using
experimental data as shown below. From the figure, P corresponding to the carbon grain
boundary diffusion in α-iron at ~650oC = ~4 ∗ 10−16 (m3s-1)

Figure 4.8. The Arrhenius diagram of grain boundary self and carbon impurity diffusion in
α-iron [55]

Figure 4.9. Schematic of carbon concentration profile in Fe-C system in equilibrium,
indicating significant segregation at the grain boundary compared to adjacent grain interior,
as predicted by the Gibbs Adsorption Isotherm.
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According to E. Budke’s study s value for carbon grain boundary diffusion is
considerably lower than (105-106), so considering s = 103, 𝐷𝑔𝑏 = 8 ∗ 10−10(m2s-1). As
segregation factor (s) ~103, at equilibrium without diffusion in the Fe-C system across
volume and grain boundary carbon concentration profile would look as shown in the
schematic in figure (4.9), indicating significant grain boundary segregation:
Further using the Whipple-Fisher grain boundary diffusion analysis [57-58], to
examine the carbon concentration profile across the grain boundary, as shown below:

𝜂=

𝛽=

𝑌

𝐷𝐺𝐵
𝐷𝑣

(4.19)

√𝐷𝑣 ∗𝑡

∗

1
∗𝛿
2

(4.20)

√𝐷𝑣 ∗𝑡

Where, 𝜂 & 𝛽 are dimensionless parameters, 𝑌 – diffusion length, 𝐷𝑣 &𝐷𝐺𝐵 - volume
diffusion coefficient and grain boundary diffusion coefficient for carbon, respectively, 𝛿grain boundary and carbon deposition layer thickness, 𝑡- drive-in heat treatment duration.
Using dimensionless parameters determined earlier, Fisher contour angle can be
estimated as:

𝜃=

360
2𝜋

1

1

∗ acot (𝜋 −4 ∗ 𝛽 −4 )
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(4.21)

𝑚

𝑚

Using 𝐷𝑣 = 5 ∗ 10−13 𝑠2 , 𝐷𝐺𝐵 = 8 ∗ 10−10 𝑠2 , 𝑌 = 10𝜇𝑚, 𝑡 = 104 𝑠𝑒𝑐, 𝛿 = 0.5𝑛𝑚,
Then, Fisher contour angle = 86.81o
Corresponding carbon concentration profile is shown below:

Figure 4.10. A schematic of carbon concentration gradient perpendicular to the grain
boundary into the grain interior, predicted based on Whipple-Fisher contour angle
measurement. [57-58]
It is emphasized that with the value of the Fisher contour angle approximately 90
degrees at 10 µm depth implies that the carbon concentration profile approaches that shown
in Figure (4.9) over the depths that would influence the indentation hardness. The
concentration throughout the diffusion zone from subsequent ‘drive in’ diffusion is
approximated as ~1*10-3 wt%. This analysis indicates a homogeneous distribution of
carbon over the entire free surface of the Fe sample out to a depth of 10×10-6 m.
Further sample characterization was performed using a focused beam of highenergy (30 kV) gallium ions, the Hitachi FB-2000A (Krefeld, Germany) focused ion beam
(FIB) mill and the FEI (Einhoven, Netherlands) 200 kV Titan Themis scanning
transmission electron microscope (S-TEM), to confirm the grain boundary perpendicular
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to the free surface. The diffraction pattern confirmed that no additional phases such as Fe3C
were detected. Details of these stages are provided in chapter 3[30].
Nanoindentation experiments were performed using a diamond Berkovich indenter
tip and the iNano (Nanomechanics Inc.—KLA Tencor, Oak Ridge, Tennessee). As
presented in the load-time history, nanoindentation experiment begins with the constant
𝑃̇

loading rate, (𝑃), followed by 60 sec long constant load hold segment at 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 24𝑚𝑁.
This constant load hold segment represents stress relaxation test. Then the continuous
stiffness measurement (CSM) protocol is utilized for 120 sec duration followed by a rapid
unloading (< 1 sec) and 80sec of thermal drift measurements to determine thermal
contribution to the depth measurements. The strain rate study in the grain interior involved
utilization of seven different loading rates (i.e. 0.05/s, 0.1/s, 0.2/s, 1/s, 2/s, 4/s, 8/s).
Similarly, grain boundary indentations were carried out at 0.2/s and 4/s of loading rate.

4.4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION:
The result and discussion section is organized to parallel Section 4.2.2. The analysis
of hardness relaxation experiments (constant load) augmented with analysis of hardness:
strain rate behavior at different constant loading rates is presented first. The comparison of
the grain interior indentation behavior with the remote grain boundary indentation behavior
is emphasized. The analysis of the grain boundary pop-in events is then analyzed as
described in 4.2.2
4.4.1

The Analysis of the Indentation Hardness Relaxation Behavior:

4.4.1.1 Grain interior indentations:
The nanoindentation experiments are performed in the well-annealed pure iron
grain interior and carbon doped grain interior, for both grain bounding the grain boundaries
of interest, using the load-time history provided in the figure (4.2). Prior to the imposition
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of a constant load, these indentations are carried out at different strain rate or loading rates
𝑃̇

(𝑃) [i.e., 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 1, 2, 4, 8 (1/s)] where 20 tests in a matrix of 4×5 are conducted at
each strain rate in each grain. The use of multiple strain rates facilitates examination of
strain rate effects on the dislocation dynamics and underlying plastic deformation
mechanism and effects on the hardness relaxation during constant load hold segment of the
indentation experiment. The stress-strain rate responses during the hardness relaxations are
analyzed via the Johnson-Cook-EK-SG model-based approach outlined in the section 4.2.2
to facilitate the determination of physical parameters such as activation volume 𝑉, athermal
stress (𝜎𝑜 ), characteristic strain rates (𝜀̇𝑜 ). These physical entities measured from the grain
interior tests in pure and carbon doped conditions are presented as a function of indentation
𝑃̇

strain rate (𝑃) in figures (4.12-4.15). Figure (4.11) shows that the activation volume for
the pure iron and carbon doped iron grain interiors decreases with increasing strain rate,
while figure 4.12 shows that the effective stress (𝜎 − 𝜎𝑜 ) increases with strain rate even
though the athermal stress remains essentially constant. Finally, the characteristic strain
rate, 𝜀𝑜̇ , is seen to increase with increasing strain rate (stress).

Figure 4.11. Activation volume variation as function of indentation strain rate. This result
is very similar to bulk iron strain rate test analysis performed by F. A. Smidt [36]
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The activation volume measured through stress relaxation tests in the grain interior
represents an area or volume of material influenced by the applied stress within which
dislocations sweep through from the equilibrium condition. In general, the activation
volume is a strong function of microstructural complexity wherein increased dislocation
density due to higher applied strain rate (in effect stress) leads to decrease in activation
volume. In the figure (4.11), the observed inverse relationship behavior between the stress
(strain rate) and the activation volume can be understood in the context of dislocation
bowing out event. A very simple model that sacrifices some accuracy for clarity examines
a dislocation is bowing out between two pinning dislocation obstacles with arc length (R)
and breaks free from these obstacles, creating jogs of length b. In this case, activation
volume (𝑉) is given as:
𝑉 = 𝑅 ∗ 𝑏2

(4.22)

Where, b – Burger’s vector magnitude, R – Dislocation arc length.
The stress required to cause the dislocation bow out can be crudely estimated as:

𝜎=𝛽

𝐺∗𝑏
𝑅

(4.23)

Where 𝛽 is a parameter relating to the geometry of the dislocation jog formation. So, the
activation volume for dislocation de-pinning is given by,

𝑉=

𝛽∗𝐺∗𝑏 3
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𝜎

(4.24)

reproducing the general behavior observed figure (4.11), (4.12) and (4.14). The behavior
in figure 4.13 where the characteristic strain rate is seen to increase with strain rate (stress).
The simplest rationalization for this observation is developed from equation 4.7, where the
characteristic strain rate increases linearly with the mobile dislocation density. Argon [37]
has tied the mobile dislocation density to the applied stress through a simple function as:

𝜎

2

𝜌𝑚𝑜𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑒 = 𝛼 ∗ (𝐺𝑏)

(4.25)

Where, 𝛼 = 1, and this function explains as indentation strain rate increases, the amount of
mobile dislocations introduced within deformation region increases, resulting in closely
packed dislocations.
A more complicated, but perhaps more illuminating analysis relating applied stress
to mobile dislocations has been presented by Neri and Nix [59]. This analysis is considered
in Appendix B4. The argument does predict an increase in mobile dislocation density with
increasing stress at constant athermal stress as plotted in figure (4.13 b), although the
predicted 30% increase in mobile dislocation density with the observed stress increase does
not explain the large increase in characteristic strain rate observed in figure (4.13 a).
With respect to the grain interior activation volume results presented in this study,
it is worth noting that the high purity iron stress relaxation studies conducted using tensile
tests by F. A. Smidt [36] concluded that the activation volume is strongly associated with
the strain rate, where the activation volume appears to be a strong function of strain rate at
smaller strain rates but as strain rate increases, activation volume reaches plateau with
values about 10b3. This result by Smidt is similar to the results shown in figure (4.11). The
work performed by Taylor [60] and J. W. Christian and B. C. Masters on thermally
activated deformations in BCC metals [61-62] reiterates similar observation. These studies
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suggest that such observation is a characteristic of Peierls mechanism dominating at very
high stresses.

Figure 4.12. Effective stress (𝜎 − 𝜎𝑜 ) variation as a function of indentation strain rate

The Berkovich indenter exhibits geometric self-similarity, strain imposed in the vicinity of
the indenter is constant (averaged ~8%). The athermal stress (or back-stress) is a function
of total dislocation density (including mobile dislocation, immobile dislocations,
geometrically necessary dislocations). As the plastic strain by the Berkovich nano-indenter
is more or less the constant, the amount of total dislocations introduced in the material and
in turn athermal stress appears to remain constant, as shown in the figure (4.14).
The grain interior indentation results in figure (4.11) to (4.14) were also examined
for chemistry effects (solute strengthening), although the analysis in equations (4.18) to
(4.21) suggest a very low carbon concentration in the grain interior. The activation volume
measured in figure (4.11) at any indentation strain rate in pure and carbon doped grain
interior is statistically indistinguishable. This observation suggests that the mechanism of
plastic
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.13. (a) The characteristic strain rate variation as a function of indentation strain
rate, for the grain interior in pure iron and carbon doped iron. (b) The predicted increase
in mobile dislocation density by Neri et al [59].
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Figure 4.14. The athermal stress variation as a function of indentation strain rate, for the
grain interior in pure iron and carbon doped iron.

deformation is unaffected by the solute doping in the grain interior of iron. The activation
volume is considered to represent deformation mechanism governing plastic deformation
[63]. According to the solid solution strengthening mechanism, the solute doping in the
grain interior may have an effect on the characteristic strain rate and athermal stresses, as
solute atoms may act as an additional obstacle source for the dislocation motion. However,
the results presented in the figure (4.13 (a)) does not appear to show any consistent trend
in the chemistry effects. This result is interpreted based on the calculations of the low
carbon concentrations expected in the grain interior from the doping process (pg. 129).
Finally, the athermal stress in figure (4.14) does show a statistically significant chemistry
effect at 0.2/s strain rates, wherein carbon doped athermal stress values are higher than that
observed in the pure iron. This may be attributed to the solid solution strengthening effects
causing an increase in the stress required to cut (and thus displace) an immobile forest
dislocation, perhaps due to carbon segregation to the immobile dislocation.
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4.4.1.2 Grain boundary indentations:
Following the analysis of strain rate effects in the grain interior with and without
carbon, the approach is extended to analyze grain boundary indentations in pure and carbon
doped conditions. In this work, 4 general grain boundaries with varying tilt-twist nature
(details in table 4.4) are examined in pure and carbon doped condition, to understand a
contribution of grain boundary chemistry in the strengthening mechanism. It is important
to note that the grain boundary results discussed here utilize remote indentation geometry.
The indentation experiments are conducted using the same load-time history presented in
the figure (4.2) at the loading rate of 0.2/s and 4/s. Unfortunately, the requirement to carry
out multiple indentations with an indentation spacing of 30 µm on the same grain boundary
to determine statistical significance limits the design of experiment to only these two strain
rates.

Grain

Pattern Center

Grain Normal

GB planes

Misorientation

G-1

G-2

G-1

G-2

G-1

G-2

axis

angle

GB1

[4 7 3]

[3 4 8]

[1 2 3]

[0 0 1]

(3̅ 2 1̅)

(2̅ 1 0)

[1 4 1]

41.80

GB2

[7 5̅ 7]

[5 2̅ 4]

[1 0 1]

[4 1 6]

(1 0 1̅)

(1 1 1̅)

[2 1̅ 4]

22.33

GB3

[4̅ 3 8]

[1̅ 2 8]

[0 0 1]

[1 1 4]

(1̅ 2̅ 0)

(5̅ 2̅ 0)

[1̅ 2 4̅]

37.37

GB4

[2̅ 3 7]

[2̅ 3 5]

[2 1 8]

[1 2 4]

(1̅ 3̅ 1)

(0 2̅ 1)

[4̅ 0 3]

17.51

Boundary

Table 4.4. Grain boundary and adjacent grain interior orientation details from the EBSD
analysis.
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Grain boundary indentation
Grain interior indentation

Figure 4.15. A representative strain rate – hardness profile for the grain boundary and
grain interior.

Grain boundary indentation
Grain interior indentation

Figure 4.16. A representative hardness – depth profile for the grain boundary and grain
interior indentation
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Figure (4.15) and (4.16) presents comparison of strain rate – stress and hardness –
time profile for grain boundary and grain interior, respectively, to emphasis that the strain
rate – hardness response is unique to the microstructural (in) homogeneity presented by the
grain boundary and grain interior.
The Johnson-Cook analysis is utilized to estimate fitting parameters associated with
the grain boundary hardness relaxation curves initiated during a constant load experiment
from each of the two strain rates, in pure and carbon doped conditions. The physical
properties such as athermal stress, activation volume and characteristic strain rates are

Figure 4.17. The Johnson-Cook analysis: activation volume vs characteristic strain rate for
grain boundary and grain interior indentation with and without carbon, in (a) GB1, (b)
GB2, (c) GB3, (d) GB4. The legend indicates grain boundary (GB) or grain interior (GI)
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in pure iron (Fe) or carbon doped iron (Fe-C). The data is collected for indentation strain
rate of 0.2/s in the loading segment.

Figure 4.18. The Johnson-Cook analysis: Athermal stress vs characteristic strain rate for
grain boundary and grain interior indentation with and without carbon, in (a) GB1, (b)
GB2, (c) GB3, (d) GB4. The legend indicates grain boundary (GB) or grain interior (GI)
in pure iron (Fe) or carbon doped iron (Fe-C).

further determined using the Schoeck-Gibbs model (table 4.3). The following results
present comparison of the physical properties associated with the grain boundary and
grain interior indentation in the pure and carbon doped condition.
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The results for activation volume (𝑉) vs characteristic strain rate (𝜀̇𝑜 ) for all 4
general grain boundaries are presented in the figure (4.17) determined from constant load
segments following deformation (indentation) at constant strain rate of 0.2/s. It can be
noticed that the activation volume doesn’t appear to be influenced by the microstructural
(in) homogeneity or carbon doping. As the activation volume at a given grain boundary
and adjacent grain interior doesn’t exhibit dependence on the carbon doping, it suggests
that the mechanism of plastic deformation is unchanged. This is consistent with statements
from other authors that “The Hall-Petch mechanism does not contribute to the activation
volume” [64]. At the same time, the characteristic strain rate shows strong relationship with
the chemistry and microstructural (in)homogeneity. The grain interior characteristic strain
rate values are significantly higher compared with that at the grain boundaries. As shown
in figure (4.18) a presence of solute atoms in the carbon doped samples further enhances
the variation of characteristic strain rate with microstructure. While activation volume is
being discussed, author would like to acknowledge that the activation volume estimated
using the Johnson-Cook and Schoeck-Gibbs approach is an average measure of area swept
by the dislocations during constant load hold segment. But activation volume evolution is
examined using novel approaches in the appendix (4.A) which allows for variable
activation volume during the hardness relaxation process. The figure (4.18) presents the
qualitative relationship between athermal stress and characteristic strain rate for grain
boundaries and grain interiors. These results suggest that the grain boundary back-stresses
are higher compared to the grain interior athermal stresses. Moreover, carbon doping
further increases the athermal stresses at the grain boundary and grain interior, although
the effect is particularly noticeable at the grain boundary.
These results, particularly figure (4.18) requires further examination of the role of
dislocation density and activation energy as specified in the equation (4.7). The increase in
grain boundary back-stress with decreasing characteristic strain rate suggest that the mobile
dislocation density may have decreased and/or the activation energy may have increased.
The role of mobile dislocation density and activation energy can be examined utilizing
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work of Nix [59] and Smidt [36] respectively. The Nix model is presented in the appendix
4.B, where athermal stress or back-stresses are related to the mobile dislocation density
through equation (4.B.4) and allows the calculation of the mobile dislocation density as a
function of stress, athermal stress and total dislocation density. The results of this
calculation of mobile dislocation density are shown in figure (4.19), where experimental
values of stress and athermal stress are combined with the estimated total dislocation
density of ~1014 1/m2. The effect of microstructural (in)homogeneity is evident where the
estimated mobile dislocation density at the grain interior is higher than that at the grain
boundaries. It is also apparent that the presence of solute affects the dislocation dynamics,
significantly reducing the calculated mobile dislocation density at the grain boundary
indentation in the presence of carbon doping and to some extent in the grain interior
Another parameter that may contribute to the observed grain boundary behavior as
compared to the grain interior is the activation energy. for dislocations to overcome
obstacles such as forest dislocations and grain boundaries. Typically it would be preferred
to determine the activation energy using elevated temperature experiments. However,
elevated temperature nano-indentation was not an option in this work. However, F. A.
Smidt [36] has proposed an approach to measure activation energy using stress relaxation
tests at different strain rate. This method is presented below:
Smidt relates activation volume and drop in hardness over stress relaxation duration
(Δσ) to determine activation energy as:

1

1

𝑉 = 2 ∗ ∆𝑔 ∗ (𝜏𝑝 ∗ Δσ)−2

Where 𝜏𝑝 is the Peierls stress. Rearranging,
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(4.26)

1

1

log10 𝑉 = − 2 ∗ log10 (𝛥𝜎) − 2 ∗ (log10 (

2∗𝜏𝑝
∆𝑔

)

(4.27)

Figure 4.19. Mobile dislocation density vs athermal stress for grain boundary and grain
interiors with and without carbon in (a) GB1, (b) GB2, (c) GB3, (d) GB4.

Although the experimental limitations allow only two activation volume and
athermal stress data points for each grain boundary misorientation and chemistry, the linear
form of equation 4.27 still allows for analysis. Activation energy (c) can be estimated using
linear fitting and is a slope of log (V) vs log (Δσ):

𝑐 = 2 ∗ 𝜏𝑝 /10^(−2 ∗ (yintercept))
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(4.28)

Where, 𝜏𝑝 = 0.11143𝐺𝑝𝑎, [65]
The activation energy determined using equation (4.28) corresponds to the effective
stress to be zero. The activation energy is determined for all the grain boundaries and grain
interior in pure iron and carbon doped iron conditions, as presented in figure (4.20).
Author would like to acknowledge the apparent “scatter” in the data used for the
activation energy and thus statistical analysis is performed as due. The statistical analysis
is performed to estimate standard deviations and confidence interval for the data analyzed
to measure activation energy. Using the “LINEST” function to estimate standard deviation
associated with the slope and y-intercept of the linear fit. This data, particularly deviations
in y-intercept are used to account for the standard deviation in activation energy. Based on
this analysis, p-value and error bars are presented for the appropriate data.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 4.20. A log-log plot for activation volume vs hardness drop over constant load hold
segment, where the activation energy can be determined using slope of the curve, (a) GB1,
(b) GB2, (c) GB3, (d) GB4.

Activation Energy Calculations - GB1
Slip System

Activation Energy (*10-20) (J)

Peierls
Stress (Gpa)

Pure iron
GB

carbon doped iron

{110} <111>

0.11143

2.564077

GI
2.350883

GB

GI

2.860428

2.38249

{112} <111>

2.7

12.62153

11.57209

14.0803

11.72767

{123} <111>

13.4

28.11787

25.77997

31.36768

26.12657

Average AE (*10-20) (J)

14.43449

13.23431

16.1028

13.41224

Average AE (eV)

0.900857

0.825954

1.004976

0.837058

Table 4.5. Activation energy for the grain boundary and grain interior with and without
carbon for GB1.
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Activation Energy Calculations - GB2
Slip System

Activation Energy (*10-20) (J)

Peierls
Stress (Gpa)

Pure iron
GB

carbon doped iron

{110} <111>

0.11143

2.602142

GI
2.378105

GB

GI

2.73043

2.512066

{112} <111>

2.7

12.8089

11.70609

13.44039

12.36551

{123} <111>

13.4

28.5353

26.07849

29.94211

27.54751

Average AE (*10-20) (J)

14.64878

13.38756

15.37098

14.14169

Average AE (eV)

0.91423

0.835518

0.959303

0.882583

Table 4.6. Activation energy for the grain boundary and grain interior with and without
carbon for GB2.

Activation Energy Calculations - GB3
Slip System

Activation Energy (*10-20) (J)

Peierls
Stress (Gpa)

Pure iron
GB

carbon doped iron

{110} <111>

0.11143

2.573541

GI
2.293671

{112} <111>

2.7

12.66811

11.29047

13.25903

11.89082

{123} <111>

13.4

28.22165

25.15257

29.53809

26.49003

Average AE (*10 ) (J)

14.48777

12.91224

15.16357

13.59883

Average AE (eV)

0.904182

0.805853

0.946358

0.848703

-20

GB

GI

2.693587

2.415634

Table 4.7. Activation energy for the grain boundary and grain interior with and without
carbon for GB3.
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Activation Energy Calculations - GB4
Slip System

Activation Energy (*10-20) (J)

Peierls
Stress (Gpa)

Pure iron
GB

carbon doped iron

{110} <111>

0.11143

2.580067

GI
2.293671

{112} <111>

2.7

12.70024

11.29047

13.33251

11.89082

{123} <111>

13.4

28.29322

25.15257

29.70177

26.49003

Average AE (*10 ) (J)

14.52451

12.91224

15.2476

13.59883

Average AE (eV)

0.906475

0.805853

0.951603

0.848703

-20

GB

GI

2.708514

2.415634

Table 4.8. Activation energy for the grain boundary and grain interior with and without
carbon for GB4.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure 4.21. Activation energy vs athermal stress based on statistical analysis GB data is
different than GI data for (a) GB1, (b) GB2, (c) GB3, (d) GB4.

From the activation energy estimations, it can be seen that the grain boundary offers
higher resistance to the dislocation motion as compared to the grain interior. The carbon
doping effect is also evident where addition of carbon enhances resistance to the dislocation
motion. As solute segregation increases the stability of the grain boundary through energy
minimization, the effect is manifested through higher athermal stresses.
As mentioned in the introduction, this work further utilizes Evans-Kocks model to
examine carbon doping effects through critical stress measurements. The solute atoms in
the grain interior as well as at the grain boundary act as a pinning sources affecting
dislocation flow. Using the strain rate-stress relationship presented by Evan-Kocks, JC
model parameters are examined in terms of critical stress.
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As shown in figure (4.22), the grain interior in pure and carbon doped condition is
examined to study combined effect of strain rate induced dislocation density and carbon
doping. The critical stress appears to increase with the indentation strain rate. Higher the
applied stress, more dislocations are introduced in the material under indentation process.
This increase in dislocation density (or defect structures) as a result of increased applied
stress (or indentation strain rate) may result in proportional increase in the critical stress
required to overcome obstacles.

Figure 4.22. Evans-Kocks model-based critical stress as a function of indentation strain
rate for the pure iron and carbon doped iron grain interior for GB1.

Additionally, results shown in figure (4.22) also highlight effect of solute doping wherein
the obstacle strength for carbon doped grain interior appears to be higher than its pure iron
counterpart. The solute doping contribution doesn’t appear to be as significant as the
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mobile dislocation density in terms of affecting activation volume in different grain
boundary vs grain interior conditions.
The Evans-Kocks analysis is further extended to the grain boundary indentations
with and without carbon. The results presented in the figure (4.23), suggest that the critical
stress associated with the grain boundary indentations is higher than the grain interior and
comparing with and without carbon grain boundary indentations, solute doping effects are
notably higher. The solute effects in the grain interior and grain boundary can be considered
in the context of Cottrell atmosphere and Excess free volume, respectively. In the grain
interior, solute atoms give rise to the Cottrell atmosphere. The presence of carbon atoms
distorts the lattice and create residual strain field in the vicinity affecting dislocation flow.
At the grain boundary, the discontinuity in crystal periodicity results in excess free

Figure 4.23. The critical stress measured using Evans-Kocks model against the indentation
strain rate, for grain boundaries and grain interior, with and without carbon, for GB1.
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volume in the grain boundary plane [66-68]. The energy minimization principle drives
solute segregation at the grain boundary that results in interstitial atoms occupying free
volume in the grain boundary vicinity [66-68]. The solute segregation enhances resistance
of the grain boundary to further facilitate nucleation or emission of dislocations, manifested
through higher critical stress [66-68] as shown in figure (4.22).

4.4.1.3. Local GB vs Remote GB indentations: JC and SGP model
A description of the indentation geometry relative to the grain boundary, termed
‘local’ and ‘remote’ has been introduced in chapter 3 [30]. As shown in the figure (4.24),
both types of these grain boundary indentations exhibit hardening relative to the adjacent
grain interior. But the difference in hardening behavior of local and remote indentations
was obvious through a unique hardness-depth response and associated extrinsic indentation
size effect. The mechanical response of the local geometry was proposed to correspond to
the Ashby theory of grain boundary hardening, while the remote geometry was suggested
to exhibit a mechanical response consistent with the Hall-Petch pile-up mechanism of
initial yielding at the grain boundary. In this work, the difference in the local and remote
indentation is re-examined through the Johnson-Cook (JC) model interpretation of the
constant load hardness relaxation data with particular emphasis on the grain boundary
chemistry affected by carbon doping.
Additionally, this work utilizes SGP model interpretation for the local indentation
analysis introduced in the chapter 3 [30], where extrinsic indentation size effect (ISE)
associated with the local buildup of geometrically necessary dislocations at the interface
due to plastic strain incompatibility of adjacent grain interiors is examined against the
experimental results. As this model is purely based on the grain boundary geometry, it is
used here to examine grain boundary chemistry effects on the local GB indentations.
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Figure 4.24. A representative hardness-depth curves for the local GB (blue), remote GB
(pink) and adjacent grain interior (purple) indentation.

1. The Johnson-Cook (JC) analysis of local and remote GB indentations: pure iron and
carbon doped iron
The constant load hardness relaxation behavior of local and remote indentations in
pure and carbon doped conditions is shown in figure (4.25). It is important to note that the
indentations used in these figures, and analysis in general, are chosen in a way that the
indentation position relative to the grain boundary, in with and without carbon conditions,
are similar.
The hardness-strain rate responses of local and remote indentations are further
examined using JC model. The physical parameters such as activation volume, athermal
stress and characteristic strain rates are compared for both indentation geometries in pure
and carbon doped iron.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.25. A representative hardness-time plot, Comparing similarly positioned local and
remote GB indentation, where the remote indentation results are affected by the carbon
doping whereas local indentation behavior appears independent of the grain boundary
chemistry for (a) GB1 and (b) GB2.

The figure (4.26) presents athermal stress vs characteristic strain rate for the two
indentation geometries with and without carbon doping. Comparing remote indentation
results, it is observed that the athermal stress (or back-stress) associated with the
indentation in carbon doped condition appear higher than the pure iron remote indentations.
Whereas corresponding characteristic strain rate is lower than its pure iron counterpart. As
mentioned in equation (4.7), the characteristic strain rate is a directly proportional to the
mobile dislocation density and indirectly proportional to the activation energy. So, the
remote indentation results may suggest that dislocation pinning effect may have enhanced
in the presence of carbon atoms at the grain boundary and/or the activation energy for the
dislocation transmission across the grain boundary has increased.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.26. Athermal stress vs characteristic strain rate for local and remote GB
indentation, where local GB indentation data for with and without carbon is statistically
indistinguishable unlike remote GB indentations with and without carbon, for (a) GB1 and
(b) GB2.
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On the other hand, the results for the local indentations in pure and carbon doped iron
are statistically indistinguishable, suggesting the chemistry changes at the grain boundary
have little to no effect on the grain boundary hardening mechanism.

2. The Strain Gradient Plasticity (SGP) model analysis of local GB indentations – pure
iron and carbon doped iron
The strain gradient plasticity concepts are utilized to study local mechanical
response of grain boundary during simultaneous deformation of the adjacent grain interior.
The hardness at the grain boundary is provided as:

ℎ∗

𝐻 = [𝐻𝑜 (1 + 2𝑓3 ℎ)]

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

+ [𝜎
̅̅̅̅̅̅|
(𝑔𝑏) 𝑥=

𝜋
(2𝜔)

]

(4.29)
𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

Where first part of the equation represents contribution of grain interior towards the
indentation size effect, whereas second part accounts for the strain and strain rate effects
associated with the grain boundary deformations. The well-annealed grain interior is
associated with the minimal indentation size effect. The grain boundary deformation is
affected by the strain incompatibly of adjacent grains which suffer differing amount of
plastic displacement, during indentation. The geometrically necessary dislocations are
introduced in the vicinity of the grain boundary to account for the difference in the plastic
displacements, giving rise to the strain gradient between the grain boundary and grain
interior.
The extrinsic ISE contribution to the hardness is modeled as:
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[𝜎
̅̅̅̅̅̅|
(𝑔𝑏) 𝑥=

𝜋
(2𝜔)

0.12𝑛𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 ∆𝑚

]

=(

ℎ

𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑐

) + 0.02𝑛𝛽∆𝑚

(4.30)

Where, 𝑙1- characteristic length, ∆𝑚 – Schmid factor, 𝛽 – hardening modulus,

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.27. Strain Gradient Plasticity model fitting for local GB indentations with and
without carbon for (a) GB1, (b) GB2
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The two fitting parameters, (𝑛𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 ∆𝑚) and (𝑛𝛽∆𝑚), used in this analysis are
interpreted as a measure of the grain boundary strength and mechanically induced interface
energy during deformation.
As shown in the figure (4.27), the local indentation experimental results for with
and without carbon conditions are plotted against the SGP fit curve, to determine fitting
parameters. The results are presented for GB1 and GB2.
From the results shown in the figure (4.27), the local indentations with and without
carbon doping hardness-depth profiles do match very closely and so, can be fitted well with
the fitting parameters mentioned in the table (4.9). These results suggest that the hardening
associated with the local indentation geometry is independent of the grain boundary
chemistry effects.

GB

𝑛𝐻𝑜 𝑙1 ∆𝑚 (Gpa.nm)

𝑛𝛽∆𝑚 (Gpa)

GB1

125.0

12.0

GB2

45.0

7.0

Table 4.9. SGP fitting parameters for local indentations on GB1 and GB2 for with and
without carbon conditions. The fitting parameters are same for with and without carbon
data, as shown in the figure 4.27.
The currently accepted ideas of grain boundary strengthening via solute segregation
appear to consider two models: Alloyed layer model and ‘grain boundary excess free
volume’ model. The alloyed layer model was first envisioned by R. W. Armstrong [69].
The model treats solute segregated grain boundary region as a considerably thick (on the
order of microns) alloyed layer of base metal and solute atoms. There are various studies
[69-71] that have utilized this model where bulk sample experimental results indicated that
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the alloyed region exhibits different modulus and burger vector compared to the pure metal
grain interior. It is suggested that the hardening response observed due to solute segregation
is due to conventional alloy strengthening mechanism and solute atoms effectively enhance
ability to store forest dislocations in the vicinity of the grain boundary resulting in the
‘hardening layer’. On the other hand, the molecular dynamic approach, which can examine
length scales, that are currently beyond experimentally attainable, seem to support
utilization of excess free volume at the grain boundary to explain grain boundary
strengthening in solute doped grain boundaries [66-68]. In this model, the solute atoms
segregated at the grain boundary appear to fill in voids i.e. ’free volume’ formed as a result
of crystallographic misalignment across the grain boundary. This doesn’t affect the grain
boundary structure but enhances strength by stabilizing the grain boundary region. The
molecular dynamic studies have studies dislocation-grain boundary interaction and
resulting changes in grain boundary structure upon dislocation emission. These studies
have indicated that the solute doping at grain boundary doesn’t affect the slip geometry but
reduces free spaces. It is proposed that the solute would occupy free volumes at the grain
boundary resulting in strengthening of grain boundary against dislocation emission without
apparent change in the grain boundary structure.
The grain boundary strengthening mechanism envisioned by Ashby and Taylor
introduces concept of geometrically necessary dislocations that are required to
accommodate for the difference in plastic displacement across grain boundary. In response
to the applied stress, deformation of adjoining grains is constraints by geometry as a result
of slip geometry difference. As a result, change in grain boundary chemistry, which doesn’t
affect slip mismatch across the boundary, is not expected to affect the grain boundary
hardening mechanism. Also, in this mechanism interface vicinity is flooded with
geometrically necessary dislocations to compensate for the plastic strain incompatibility.
Such observations are evident from the Johnson-Cook, where athermal stress vs
characteristic strain rate response of local indentation with and without carbon is
statistically indistinguishable. Further SGP model confirms that the hardening observed in
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case of pure and doped carbon conditions, can be fitted with the same SGP response, which
accounts for the extrinsic ISE contribution of grain boundary. Additional, supporting
observation is through comparison of characteristic strain rate values of local indentation
vs remote indentations i.e. 𝜀𝑜̇ is considerably higher than that for remote indentations,
indicating higher mobile dislocation density in the grain boundary vicinity.
Wherein, Hall-Petch dislocation pile-up model is based on the idea of grain
boundary resistance to dislocation transmission due to slip geometry mismatch. Unlike
post-yield hardening response envisioned by Ashby-Taylor, this model considers
dislocation pile-up in the grain interior against grain boundary until the grain boundary
yielding occurs. There is abundant literature to show that the solute concentration affects
grain boundary strength. Based on the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, solute segregation at the
grain boundary is driven by the energy minimization resulting in stabilizing grain
boundary. Such chemistry effects are evident from the Johnson-Cook analysis of remote
grain boundary indentations in pure and carbon doped iron, where increase in athermal
stresses with decrease in characteristic strain rate for carbon doped remote indentation
suggests increase in activation energy required for dislocation transmission and higher
solute pinning of dislocations due to solute atoms.
The difference observed in the remote and local GB indentations in pure iron and
carbon doped iron samples, where remote indentation behavior suggests grain boundary
strengthening consistent with the Hall-Petch model with solute effect prominently
observed at the grain boundary, and local indentation appears to be consistent with the
Taylor-Ashby model of work hardening with solute presence having no effect on grain
boundary hardening appears to be inconsistent with the idea that the grain boundary solute
segregation leads to strengthening according to the alloyed layer model [69-71]. Rather
this difference appears to suggest that the grain boundary strengthening is based on the
excess free volume stability at the grain boundary region, as proposed by the molecular
dynamic studies [66-68].
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4.4.1.4. Summary of grain boundary and grain interior results:
In this strain rate study, the author presents a novel approach to utilize stress-strain
rate response from the nanoindentation hardness relaxation to study local grain boundary
deformation mechanism. While hardness-strain rate behavior of grain boundary and grain
interior indentations is fitted to Johnson-Cook model, Schoeck-Gibbs models and EvansKocks models have enabled determination of physical parameters. As shown in the figure
(4.17), insignificant variation in the activation volume suggests that the dislocation
interaction with different microstructural defects such as grain boundary, solute atoms, and
forest dislocations is governed by the same mechanism. The effect of carbon doping
athermal stress vs characteristic strain rate behavior is observed in grain interior as well as
grain boundary indentations as shown in the figure (4.18). In terms of grain interior results,
for carbon doped condition, in addition to the SSD and GND from the indentation, solute
doping gives rise to the Cottrell atmosphere hardening effect. At a given indentation strain
rate, dislocation pinning effect of solute atoms is evident from the Nix analysis shown in
figure (4.19), as the number of immobile dislocations has reduced in comparison to the
pure iron grain interior. In absence of thermal stresses, to overcome the Cottrell
atmosphere, additional stress is required for bowing out events to occur resulting in higher
athermal stress associated with the carbon doped grain interior. This observation is
consistent with the Smidt [36] analysis to determine activation energy. Extending the grain
interior analysis from Smidt [36] and Nix [59], to the grain boundary indentations results
shown in figure (4.18), grain boundary interaction with dislocations is associated with the
higher back-stresses. At the interface, dislocation motion is impeded by the slip geometry
constraints and grain boundary structure resistance resulting in higher activation energy for
dislocations for transmission/emission. The effect on grain boundary-dislocation
interaction is enhanced in presence of solute doping, particularly notable at the grain
boundary, where dislocations require higher activation energy for slip transmission. The
increased resistance to dislocation transmission across grain boundary in presence of
carbon doping observed in here for remote indentation is particularly significant given the
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lack of increased hardening in local indentation due to carbon doping. The contrast in
chemical effects for local and remote indentation can be analyzed considering two
prominent viewpoints on effect of solute segregation at the grain boundary, i.e. alloyed
layer theory [69-71] and grain boundary excess free volume concept [66-68]. While grain
boundary behavior with and without carbon exhibits significant changes in athermal stress
and characteristic strain rate for the remote indentation geometry, the local indentation
geometry does not appear to have any solute doping effect on the athermal stress,
characteristic strain rate (figure 4.26) or grain boundary hardness-depth relationship (figure
4.27). Local indentation at a depth greater than 200 nm results in the simultaneous
deformation of the adjacent grains while remote indentation requires slip transmission
across the grain boundary in order for both adjacent grains to undergo deformation. The
difference in carbon doping effect on the two different indentation geometry informs on
the mechanism of grain boundary strengthening by segregation. The lack of effect of grain
boundary chemistry on the local indentation behavior suggests there is not an alloyed layer
of significant thickness at the grain boundary [69-71] which pins lattice dislocations in the
grain boundary vicinity. Instead, the chemical effect observed for the remote indentation
suggests that the solute atoms stabilize the grain boundary plane at the nanometer scale
against slip transmission. Theories that have been proposed related to this concept suggest
that solute atoms fill the voids resulted due to atomic mismatch at the boundary i.e., excess
free volume, resulting in a grain boundary resistant to structural changes associated with
slip transmission. Now as mentioned in the previous section, molecular dynamics research
has presented an approach wherein while solute segregated at the grain boundary does not
affect the slip geometry, it further enhances stability of the boundary. The grain boundarydislocation interaction is affected by the reduction in the excess free volume, wherein
nucleation or emission of dislocations across grain boundary is inhibited. The experimental
data presented in this work appears consistent with the molecular dynamic result that the
solute doping based grain boundary strengthening can be explained with the help of excess
free volume concept [66-68], rather than alloyed layer theory [69-71].
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4.4.2

The analysis of Grain Boundary Pop-in Events using the Johnson-Cook
model:
Grain boundary pop-in event, as explained in the introduction section, are

considered to be manifestation of the grain boundary deformation or yielding event. There
is abundant literate available to report grain boundary associated pop-in events in various
pure metals and alloys [ 7, 23, 32-34]. The factors affecting occurrence of pop-in events
include dislocation density, solute segregation, surface roughness, indenter-grain boundary
cross-over. Despite critical analysis of grain boundary pop-in events to examine local grain
boundary deformation process, the underlying physical mechanism is far from clear [27,
29, 35, 72].

Figure 4.28. A representative load-depth profile for grain boundary indentations with
loading pop-ins.

In this chapter, the grain boundary pop-in events observed in case of pure iron and
carbon doped iron are discussed in terms of the Johnson-Cook parameters, to examine a
role of solute segregation in the grain boundary deformation kinetics.
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A systematic study of grain boundary indentation that exhibited pop-in during
loading segment was carried out to determine the physical mechanism responsible for the
pop-in. In this analysis, using SEM images, defined Berkovich indenter geometry and the
experimental hardness-depth results, a strong correlation was observed between the
theoretical depth corresponding to the grain boundary – indenter cross-over and the
experimentally observed depth of pop-in. The example of such analysis is presented
through figure (4.29), which confirmed that the pop-in events in both, pure iron as well as
carbon doped iron grain boundaries, are triggered by the introduction of surface
dislocations in the opposite grain.

Distance
between indenter
tip and GB =
1.435 micron
Depth at the GBindenter crossover = 0.661
micron

(a)

𝑳𝒆 = 𝒉 ∗ 𝐭𝐚𝐧(𝟔𝟓. 𝟑𝒐 )

(b)
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Depth = ~0.685 micron

(c)

Figure 4.29. (a) Back-Scatter Electron (BSE) image of grain boundary indentation with
remote indentation geometry relative to the grain boundary, (b) Schematic for cross section
of Berkovich indenter [73], (c) Hardness vs depth profile for GB indent shown in (a), where
pop-in occurs at a depth ~685nm.

Figure 4.30. Experimental grain boundary pop-in data to show that the pop-in occurs as the
indenter face crashes into the grain boundary in with and without carbon cases, (a) for GB1
and (b) GB2.
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The grain boundary pop-in were observed in GB1 and GB2, in with and without carbon
conditions. The analysis similar to the one presented in figure (4.29) was carried out for all
such indentations, to examine if grain boundary-indenter cross-over coincides with the
depth at pop-in. It is clear from the figure (4.30) and (4.31) that the occurrence of pop-in
is closely associated with the physical cross-over.

Figure 4.31. Distance between GB – indenter tip (to determine theoretical depth of physical
indenter-GB cross-over and the experimental depth of pop-in, for GB1 and GB2.

The physical mechanism of the pop-ins and kinetics of grain boundary deformation
is then analyzed through the Johnson-Cook analysis of stress-strain rate response during
pop-in event. In this analysis, the Johnson-Cook model is slightly modified to facilitate
determination of physical parameters i.e., athermal stress. It is hypothesized that as the
indenter crosses the grain boundary, it activates the dislocation source from the opposite
grain interior. The grain boundary state of stress is changed due to the surface dislocations
introduced the opposite grain interior, in addition to the existing indentation induced
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dislocation pile up. Following analysis presents the approach used to determine variation
in the athermal stress associated with the grain boundary pop-in.
As shown in the figure (4.32), the select hardness-depth data corresponding to the
pop-in event is utilized to estimate strain rate-hardness response. The difference between
the hardness-relaxation during the constant load segment and pop-in event is that the popin event is manifested as a discontinuity in the hardness-depth that occurs within less than
a second unlike 60 second duration for the indentation relaxation stress. The application of
the Johnson-Cook model to analyze pop-in event is justified as the drop in hardness occurs
at a constant load.

Figure 4.32. A representative hardness-depth profile with hardness drop corresponding to
the grain boundary pop-in.
The modified Johnson-Cook approach presented here allows determination of
athermal stress as a function of depth, as shown in the equation (4.30). This analysis is
based on the assumption that activation volume and characteristic strain rate remains
constant and are obtained from the constant load stress relaxation test from the same
indentation.
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𝐾𝑇

𝜀̇

𝜎𝑜 (ℎ) = 𝜎 − ( 𝑉 ∗ ln (𝜀̇ ℎ ))

(4.31)

𝑜

1

𝑑ℎ

Where, 𝜎 - hardness, 𝜀ℎ̇ = ℎ ∗ 𝑑𝑡 , 𝜀̇𝑜 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑉- characteristic strain rate and activation volume
from the stress relaxation test of the same indentation.
The athermal stress estimated from the JC analysis is plotted against time as shown
in figure (4.33), for with and without carbon indentations, to be able to examine stress drop
kinetics. The athermal stress vs time response is fitted to the hyperbolic tangent function,
and associated parameters such as amplitude, internal decay length are measured for all the
grain boundary pop-ins in pure and carbon doped iron, to characterize chemistry effects.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.33. Grain boundary relaxation event observed during indentation loading segment
in case of (a) carbon doped iron, (b) pure iron.

After analyzing all the pop-in events at the grain boundaries, GB1 and GB2, the
average athermal stress vs time profiles are presented in the figure (4.33). The fitting
paramter, A is a measure of drop in athermal stress during pop-in, B is proportional to the
rate of stress drop.
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Comparing with and without carbon pop-in events at these boundaries, it is eveident
that the drop in athermal stress is considerably higher for with carbon GB indentations. As

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.34. Representative behavior of athermal stress with and without carbon grain
boundary pop-ins as a function of time, based on the average data from “tanh” fitting, for
(a) GB1 and (b) GB2.
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shown in the table (4.10) and (4.11), magnitude of A and B is higher for carbon doped
grain boundaries than pure grain boundaries. These results suggest that the amount of
athermal stress or back-stress at the grain boundary with carbon appears to be higher than

Hyporbolic tangent function – 𝜎𝑜 = 𝐴 ∗ tanh[𝐵 ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑜 ) + 𝐶]
Fitting parameters
GB1 with carbon

GB1 without carbon

A

B

C

A

B

C

Average

0.106

14.571

1.09

0.0313

6.75

1.01

Std dev

0.02058

4.79086

0.03302

0.04458

2.87228

0.07348

Table 4.10. Hyperbolic tangent function fitting parameters for the athermal stress vs time
plots for GB1 with and without carbon.

Hyporbolic tangent function – 𝜎𝑜 = 𝐴 ∗ tanh[𝐵 ∗ (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑜 ) + 𝐶]
Fitting parameters
GB4 with carbon

GB4 without carbon

A

B

C

A

B

C

Average

0.012

22.8

1.062

0.06

4.83

0.928

Std dev

0.03365

5.84807

0.06683

0.03162

2.63944

0.05382

Table 4.11. Hyperbolic tangent function fitting parameters for the athermal stress vs time
plots for GB2 with and without carbon.
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that for the pure iron, which further leads to higher drop in athermal stress upon pop-in
event. The carbon segregation at the grain boundary affects the dislocation-grain boundary
interactions wherein solute atoms enhance dislocation pinning until the critical stress is
reached or grain boundary deformation is initiated.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.36. A representative hardness-depth and hardness-time profiles for grain boundary
indentations with and without pop-in with reference to the grain interior.
The athermal stress variation during pop-in events are examined with reference to
the grain interior stress-strain rate response. As shown in the figure (4.36), a comparison
of hardness-time profile for grain boundary indentations with and without pop-in with
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reference to the adjacent grain interior shows that the stress-strain rate response of the
boundary after pop-in event closely resembles that of the grain interior. This can be viewed
at the effective resistance at the boundary due to slip system mismatch appears to be
vanished and it becomes transparent to the dislocation motion.
The chemistry effects on the grain boundary pop-in behavior can be analyzed
utilizing Sinclair argument that the dislocation build up at the boundary results in the backstresses [74]. An efficiency of the grain boundary to resist dislocation transmission
dependes dislocation pinning potential. The higher stress drop in addition to the dislocation
avalanche observed in case of carbon doped grain bboundary pop-in events appear to be
strongly affected by the solute asssiated dislocation pinning at the boundary.

4.5 CONCLUSION:
To summarize chapter 4 findings as well as the overall project, the original contributions
of significance to the field from this work are:
1. The occurrence of significant extrinsic indentation size effects were found to be
correlated with

inhomogeneous

dislocation distributions, whether these

inhomogeneous distributions were present before indentation or as a consequence
of indentation. These extrinsic size effects extended beyond the Berkovich shape
size effect originally explored by Gao and Nix, although there is a possibility that
poor surface preparation for nan-indentation may be confused with the Gao-Nix
Berkovich shape size effect. As such, the extrinsic size effect can illuminate the
presence of inhomogeneous dislocation distributions either pre-existing or that
develop during indentation deformation.
2. For the first time, nano-indentation strain rate and constant load hardness relaxation
studies have been applied to obtain information on the local grain boundary
mechanical response. It was determined that many of the modelling techniques
applied to bulk strain rate analysis were applicable to indentation analysis of grain
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boundary and grain interior. This application has enabled the correlation between
local athermal stress (back-stress, internal stress), mobile dislocation density and
and activation energy.
3. For the first time, the occurrence of the Ashby-Taylor grain boundary hardening
mechanism has been resolved from the action of the Hall-Petch pile-up mechanism
by using the local vs remote Berkovich indentation geometry. The difference
between these two mechanisms has been further verified by the study of the grain
boundary chemistry effects on remote vs local, Berkovich nano-indentation
mechanical response. The carbon doping of the grain boundaries significantly
effects the hardness of the boundary under remote indentation (Hall Petch) while
the chemistry effect is insignificant under local indentation (Ashby-Taylor). This
behavior would be expected as the Ashby-Taylor hardening depends only on the
incompatibility of the strain at the boundary due to ‘crystallographic geometry’
changes across the boundary plane and a local increase in carbon concentration at
a 5-10 angstrom thick grain boundary plane will not effect that ‘crystallographic
geometry’. However, remote indentation gradually increases the stress at the
boundary as indentation depth increases, where yielding in the indented grain
occurs before the adjacent grain. In this case, the dislocations will gradually pile up
at the grain boundary, until a critical stress is reached to allow dislocation
transmission. In this case, the stabilization of the grain boundary structure by
chemical segregation is observed to interfere with this transmission, leading to
significantly higher athermal stresses and significantly lower mobile dislocation
densities when carbon doped.
4. A novel approach to analyze grain boundary pop-in events using the hardness-strain
rate behavior after the pop initiation has shown a rapid athermal stress relaxation
process, which we know from studies of the grain boundary hardness relation
results is also correlated with an increase in mobile dislocation density. It has been
discovered that this rapid reduction in athermal stress (and associated increase in
mobile dislocation density) is highly correlated with the cross-over of the indenter
173

face with the grain boundary plane. This raises the possibility that the grain
boundary pop-in is due to plasticity initiation from the near surface region of the
adjacent grain as the indenter face crushes the grain boundary-surface triple point
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Appendix 4.A. Activation Volume Measurement
In this work, the Johnson-Cook model is used in conjunction with Schoeck-Gibbs
model to determine activation volume. This method provides an average value of activation
volume over the stress relaxation test duration. But the activation volume is an area swept
by dislocations under the application of applied stress. During the stress relaxation, the
activation volume continues to evolve. In addition to the Johnson-Cook approach, two
additional methods are provided below, to study activation volume variation during the
indentation constant load segment and stress jump at the end of hardness relaxation.
1. Depth-dependent activation volume measurement during indentation hardness
relaxation:
In addition to the traditional approach to determine the apparent activation volume
examining the time dependent stress relaxation at constant strain, this study presents a
modified approach to determine activation volume using Berkovich indentation stress
relaxation (constant load) because of the inherent relationship between indentation depth
and hardness, the derivation of [37-39] is carried out in terms of indentation depth rather
than time. Similar to the references, we consider the differential of the hardness, but with
respect to h instead of time.

𝑑𝜎
𝑑ℎ

𝑑

= 𝑑ℎ 𝜎𝑜 +

𝐾𝑇 𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑉

(

𝑑ℎ

)

(4.A.1)

The hardness in the load hold is determined by the constant load, P, divided by the
area function. A simplified area function is used here.

𝑃

𝜎 = 𝛼.ℎ2
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(4.A.2)

differentiating (4.A.2) and substituting into (4.A.1) gives,

2𝑃

𝑑

− 𝛼.ℎ3 = 𝑑ℎ 𝜎𝑜 +

𝐾𝑇 𝑑𝑙𝑛(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑉

(

𝑑ℎ

)

(4.A.3)

Integrating from the initial value of depth when the hold begins, ho, to a particular depth,
h, determines.

ℎ

2𝑃

∫ℎ − 𝛼.ℎ3 𝑑ℎ = 𝜎𝑜 (ℎ) − 𝜎𝑜 (ℎ𝑜 ) +
𝑜

𝐾𝑇
𝑉

(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(ℎ)

(𝑙𝑛 (𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(ℎ ))
𝑜

(4.A.4)

with the final result,

−

𝑃(ℎ3 −ℎ𝑜 3 )
𝛼.ℎ2 ℎ𝑜 2

= 𝜎𝑜 (ℎ) − 𝜎𝑜 (ℎ𝑜 ) +
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𝑉
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(𝑙𝑛 (𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(ℎ ))
𝑜

(4.A.5)

In equation (4.A.5), all the parameters are experimentally determined during stress
relaxation test at constant load, except for [𝜎𝑜 (ℎ) − 𝜎𝑜 (ℎ𝑜 )] and

𝐾𝑇
𝑉

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒(ℎ)

. (ln(𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒(ℎ )).
𝑜)

Using combination of all these parameters, over a length of indentation depth measured
allows determination of activation volume as a function of depth.
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2. Activation volume measurement using stress jump method:
the stress jump method to determine activation volume is presented in [41-42] as
follows:
𝛾̇
ln( 𝑖2 )

∗

𝑉 = 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

𝛾̇ 𝑓1

∆𝜏∗

(4.A.6)

Where, [𝛾̇ 𝑖2] and [𝛾̇𝑓1] are the shear strain rate at the onset of relaxation 2 and at the end of
relaxation 1, respectively. This approach considers effect of strain rate sensitivity as well
as contribution of mobile dislocation density.
Results are combined for grain boundaries and grain interiors in pure iron and carbon doped
iron conditions as presented in the figure (4.A.1).
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Figure 4.A.1. Activation volume as determined using Johnson-Cook model, Differential
equation method for depth dependent activation volume and stress jump method for grain
boundaries, grain interiors in pure, carbon doped and deformed conditions.
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Appendix 4.B. Nix Analysis for Mobile Dislocation Density Calculations
This appendix considers the Neri-Nix analysis for mobile dislocation density as a
function of stress [59]. Reexamining Nix with a simple distribution of the number of pinned
dislocation segments of length R given as:

𝑁(𝑅) = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ (𝑅0 − 𝑅)

(4.B.1)

The A and 𝑅0 parameters are determined by the limiting conditions that the integral
of the distribution gives the total dislocation density and that the observed athermal stress
corresponds to R value at the maximum of the distribution. This determines

A

3 .tot  .o

3

3 3

4 G  b

(4.B.2)

(4.B.3)

Following Nix [59], the lower limit on the integral for the mobile dislocation
density is determined by the pinned dislocation segment length where the applied stress is
equal to the back stress, giving the integral
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Figure 4.B.1. The normalized mobile dislocation density is plotted as a function of applied
stress to show a predicted increase in mobile dislocation density with increasing stress.

The mobile dislocation density as a function of both stress and athermal stress can also
be developed from equation (4.B.4) as plotted in figure (4.B.2). Note the use of the
Heaviside step function in the mobile dislocation density function in order to disallow
results where the athermal stress is greater than the stress.
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Figure 4.B.2. The calculated normalized mobile dislocation density at different values of
stress and athermal stress.
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